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A recurring theme in this dissertation is the development of practical techniques and

statistical inference theory for infinite variance stable random variables. In particular, we

aim to study the estimation of parameters, the estimation of missing values as well as

properties of nonstationary processes.

In Chapter one, we give an overview of the basic concepts of stable variables as

well as the literature related to processes having infinite variance errors. Areas of interest

include model identification, parameter estimation, estimation of missing observations,

nonstationa.ry processes as well as forecasting.

Chapter two introduces a set of estimators based on estimating functions that are

optimal in the sense of minimum scale parameter of the erors. The optimality criteria is

established and the strong consistency of the estimators is shown. Limit properties of the

estimators are also given. The recursive form of the estimators are derived and similarly

shown to be consistent.

Chapter three is concerned with the estimation of missing observations. Estimates

based on the optimality criteria developed in Chapter two a.re derived. Linear estimates as

well as estimates of missing observations based on the minimization of the Àth norm (À e

(0,2)) are similarly obtained.

In Chapter four we are concerned with nonstationary processes having infinite

variance errors. Properties of the estimator based on the optimality criteria developed in

Chapter two ¿ìre studied for the AR(1) model with unit root. Properties of linear processes

having time varying scale parameters and those with time varying coefficients are

discussed. Of particular interest is the development of conditions under which such

nonstationary processes exist.
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1.1. Overview

A set of observations obtained sequentially in time is known as a time series. When

such observations can be represented as a linea¡ function of a sequence of mutually

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables, it is known as a linear

process. A purely nondeterministic Gaussian process can be generated by application of a

linear filter to an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) Gaussian sequence of

random variables. Commonly applied time series models are based on the assumption that

the underþing process is Gaussian. A reason for this is that the large amount of theory that

has been developed for the Gaussian processes makes it easy to examine various inferential

properties pertaining to parameter estimates and the adequacy of the model of interest. The

simplicity implied by these developements point to the strong possibility that the gaussian

assumptions could simply be out of convenience rather than the true form of the process.

Inferential properties for processes that are not Gaussian on the other hand have not been as

extensively studied and this limits their applications.

Processes encountered in many practical situations in time series analysis depict

properties that deviate from those of the Gaussian process and thus the resulting inferences

based on the Gaussian assumption may not always be justified. This has inevitably led to a

search for alternative models to the Gaussian models. One possible direction has been to

introduce nonlinearity while retaining the Gaussian assumption on the innovation sequence.

This has resulted in various nonlinear models being developed which include the Bilinear

models by Granger and Andersen (1978), State dependent models by Priestley (1980),

Exponential models by Haggan and Ozaki (1981), Random coefficient autoregressive

models by Nicolls and Quinn (1982), Threshold models by Tong (1983), and Doubly

1
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srochastic models by Tjosteim (1986). Properties of these models have been extensively

studied in the literature.

The second alternative has aimed at retaining the linearity property but ascribing

non-Gaussianess to the innovation sequence. This approach takes two distinct forms: the

finite variance non-Gaussian set of models and the infinite variance case. Research

pertaining to finite variance non-Gaussian processes has been vigorously pursued by for

example Gaver and Lewis (1980), Jacobs and Lewis (1977) and Lawrence and Lewis

(1980) who discuss the exponential and gamma autoregressive models. Some inferences

for processes with non-Gaussian stable innovations having infinite variance have similarly

been discussed by for example Stuck (1978) and Cline and Brockwell (1985). Models that

consist of a blend of non-Gaussianess and nonlinearity have been discussed by Liu (1989)

where he considers the existence of a bilinear model with infinite variance innovations. The

major interest in this dissertation centres on linear and nonlinear processes having infinite

variance stable ellors.

Observations of data which show characteristics that do not conform to the

Gaussian assumptions have been widely identified but interest has been focused on series

that follow the infinite variance stable distribution. The reason for this inclination is

twofold: First, the infinite variance stable distributions possess closure properties under

convolution which is a vital property for inferential purposes. Secondly, these distributions

can be obtained as limiting distributions of sums of i.i.d random variables which is a

property that is also possesed by the Gaussian random variables and facillitates the study of

limiting properties.

A simple characterization of the stable random variable q is based on its

characteristic function. Thus q has a stable distribution if it has a log characteristic function

of the form



log(o(w)) = iwÞ - ôlwlc(l - iffitan(æol2)) if cr + 1

whereae(0,2],ÞeS,õe[0,oo),and0e[-1,1]aretheexponent, location,scaleand

symmeory paftrmeters (See Brockwell and Davis, 1987).

To illustrate the basic distinctions which exist between Gaussian processes and

infinite va¡iance stabie processes, simple plots of simulated dara are given in the following

figures: Fig. 1.1, Fig 1.2 and Fig. 1.4 depict piots of simuiated data from the AR(l),

MA(l) and ARMA(1,1) process Ç¡ respectively when the process is d¡iven by symmecric

stable innovations. The cha¡acteristic function of the process innovations t1¡ is given by

<Þ(w) = exp(- ôlwlct) where s is the cha¡acteristic exponent and õ is the scaie pammeter.

In Fig. L.3, a plot of dat¿ from an AR(l) Gaussian processes is given. For simpiiciry, a

conlmon scale parameter õ =1 was used in the generation of the data depiaed in each of the

ñgures but the cha¡acæristic exponent was dilferent fcn each modei. The Fcrrran subroutine

GGSTA was used to generate the obserladons.

Fig. 1.1: AR(1) model E¡ =0.4Ër-r 1'\¡, u. = 1.2
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Fig. 1.4: 1¡= 0.4E¡ + 0.3q¡-1 * 1'lt , cr = 0.4
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The sharp bu¡sts of observations in the infinite varia¡rce stable processes distinguish them

from the Gaussian process. Such outlying observations in infinite variance stable processes

lead to high values of tfie tail probabilities.

Some earlier work based on utilizing infinite variance stable distributions was in

Economics by Mandelbrot (1963) when considering the models for stock market price

changes. Fama (1965) when similarly modeling stock market prices attributed their

discrepancies to the possibility of the process having stable innovations and thus fitted an

adequate model on this basis. Granger and Orr (1972) made some observations on

available alternatives when the Gaussian assumptions are not appropriate. Stuck and

Kleiner (1974) on examining telephone signals concluded that models with stable

innovations would more adequately represent the process. Stable processes have similarly

been found appropriate in various practical situations in Geophysics, Economics,

Engineering, Electronics and Biology (Zolotarev, 1 986).

Inferential problems for infinite variance processes have also been discussed by

Cline and Brockwell (1985) who established some conditions for the existence of a

solution for a stationary linear processes with stable innovations and this made it possible

to develop linear predictors for such processes. Properties of least squares estimates for

infinite variance processes were also discussed by Kanter and Steiger (1974) and Yohai

and Maronna (1977). Recently, the problem of identification for such processes has been

studied by for example Bhansali (1988) and Knight (1989). We aim to extend this study of

inference for the infinite va¡iance processes to a wider range of problems with the view to

developing practical techniques and relevant theory.

The increasing evidence in regard to infinite variance stable processes thus provides

an impetus to further examine inferential problems for such processes in this disse¡tation.



1.2. The LÀ space, regular variation and the stable law

The set of random variables in this study are those defined in the LÀ (X e (0,2))

space and we thus start by recalling some properties which pertain to them.

Suppose a set of iid random variables {qi , i = l, 2,...} is defined on the

probability space (Q,S,P) such that on this space, the lth moments for these random

variables exist. Such a space which we denote as LÀ ([ > 0) is a metric space. In showing

that the LÀ space is a metric space, we distinguish the two cases that arise, i.e., À < 1 and À

> 1 and this is facilitated by first of all considering the following inequality:

Minkowski's inequality

Suppose the two random variables ( and n are defined on the LÀ space such that

their l"th moments exist. Then the following inequality holds:

lE(lq + ÇtÀ¡1tlr' < p(lÇtl¡tÂ + tp(lqlÀ)lrÂ for À > t

Proof:

This inequality is trivial when l, = I while for the case when l" > 1, we note that

and the result follows by applying Holder's inequality.

When ìu=2, this leads to the Schwarz inequality. The case where î, > 1 constitutes

the space of random variables which is more commonly known as the banach space.

Similarly for the two random variables defined on the space LÀ, their norm exists and is

defined for example for Ç as

E(lq + ÉlÀ) <E(l(llq + [tl-t¡ + E(lqllq + [tr-t¡

7



116ll= tE(lq,¡À¡lt/1,.

This norm satisfies the following conditions.

(Ð llqll>0 and llÇll=0iff(+0 a.s.

(iÐ llp(ll = lÊl ll(ll where É, Þ = 91.

(iü) In + (ll< ll(ll + ltqll.

A metric can be introduced in every normed linear space by simply defining the

distance between ( and r¡ as d((,r1) = ll€, - lllf . Requirements (i) and (ii) need no proof

while requirement (iii) follows from Minkowski's inequality. It is thus easy to see that LÀ

is a meEic space when î, > 1.

In the case when î, < 1, the distance measure d(Ë,q) defined as d(Én) = E(lÉ - TlÈ)

similarly exists and defines a metric. It is easy to see that d(Ë,n) satisfies the identity and

symmetry axioms for a metric space, i.e., d(É,n) > 0 and d(6,q) = d(n,€) respectively. The

triangular inequality is similarly satisfied based on the following Theorem.

Theorem 1.2.1

Suppose b,c,de 9T areanynumbers. Thenforq)0 suchthatbn= l if q< l and

bn=2q't if q> 1,

lc + dla < bq (bH + dle)

A proof of this is given in Shiryayev (1984, pp. 192).

This theorem basically ensures that the following inequality holds:

E(lr¡ + 6lÀ) < E(l€lx.) + E(filÀ¡



It thus becomes clear that LÀ is a metric space when î, < 1. Properties of metric spaces for

which À e (0,2) are very vital when considering stable random variables since their

moments in the above range of î, exisr

The results discussed in this Section will be assumed when studying the concepts

of projections in the LÀ space both for the stationary and nonstationary processes.

Regular Variation and domains of attraction

When dealing with monotone functions r) which are obtained from a probability

distribution F by evaluating the integral of nÀf'(drl) over (0,() or (€,-), the change of

variables in the integration lead to a family of functions of the form a¡ù(t(). Interest is then

usually centered on investigating the asymptotic behavior of a¡û(tÇ) as t tends to infinity.

Suppose that the limit G(t€) of artXt€) exists as Ç +"o. It then suffices to consider the

norming factors of the above function, i.e., G(I)/ ù(t) for positive and real G(l). Based

on this, a regularly varying function can be defined as follows:

Definition 1.2.1

Suppose r) be a positive monotone function defined on (0, "o) such that the following limit

is bounded on a given set of points. Let G(€) = €G where cr € (--,-). The function t) is

then said to be regularly varying at infinity and c is known as its characteristic exponent.

,$ffi + G(()<"'

9



Definition 1.2.2

Let the function û be as in definition L.2.1and suppose that it further satisfies the relation

ù(Ë) = q"^(6). The function .4,(() is then said to be slowly varying at infinity iff for all

positive 6, the following limit exists:

This definition then leads to an alternative characterization of a regularly varying

function which we state in the next definition.

Definition 1.2.3

A function ù([) defined on [0,-) is said to vary regularly at infinity with characteristic

exponent o if for all 6 > 0 and,r\([) slowly varying at infinity, rXÐ = qo (q).

In the following Theorem, a necessary and sufficient condition for a random

variable to be in the domain of attraction of the stable law is given.

üm ^(t€) . ,t-- 
^(Ð 

- r'

Definition:

A sequence of random variables {€i, i = 1,2,...} having distribution function F is said to

be in the domain of attraction of the stable law with exponent cr is that there exists a slowly

varying function Â(() such that as E -> -,

where

i.e., p e [0,1] (See Feller,l97l).

1 - F(É) = pÇ-o (É)

p =+g t1 - F(Ë)l
1-F(6)+F(-E)'

10



By considering.r\. as a distribution function, the fact that a random variable ( with

distribution F has regularly varying tails implies that the tail behavior of I is regularly

varying. The aspect of stable distributions being regularly varying has been used by Feller

(I971) in the study of various characteristics pertaining to stochastic processes with stable

innovations while De Haan (1970) utilized it to study extreme value problems. The

applications developed by Feller (1971) are of particular interest in time series analysis and

some of these are reviewed in the following Section.

Stable Random Variables

Characterization of stable distributions is usually based on the sum of the random

variables and on the characteristic function and this is given in the following definition:

Definition L.2.4

A random va¡iable q is said to have a stable distribution if for every positive integer

n, there exist constants an > 0 and b,' such that S¡ = Ir * Iz + ...+ q,, has the same

distribution âs Íìnl'l + \ for all independent and identically distributed random variables

(t1r, t1z, ...,qJ generated from the same distribution as n. The random variable q has a log

characteristic function given as

log(Õ(w)) = iwF - ôlwlq(l - i0ffitan(æal2)) if a* 7

whereue(0,2],Þe91,õe[0,o.),and0e[-1,1]a¡etheexponent,location,scaleand

symmeüry parameters respectively (See Feller, l97l).If 0 = 0 then q is symmetric stable

about F and if B = 0 then the ¡andom variable is symmetric stable about zero with log

ch aracteristic function

= iwÞ - õlwl(1 - 2ffin(lwl)) ifcr=1

11
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Similarlyif 0 =0ando= lthenq has the Cauchydistribution. The casewhen d,=2

leads to the Gaussian distibution.

For the stable distributions, the second moment does not exist if u e (1,2) while

for the case when cr e (0,11, neither the fîrst nor the second moment exists. In both cases

the variance can thus not be defined. An alternative measure of the variance as a measure of

the spread for stable random variables is the dispersion as defïned in Stuck (1978). This

alternative measure is equivalent to the tail probability of a regularly varying random

variable (Cline and Brockwell, 1985). A basic definition of the dispersion is given as

follows.

DefÍnition L.2.5

log(O(w)) = - õlwlo.

I-et Ebe given by the summation

(r.2.2)

where {tli, i = 1,2,...1 is a sequence of independently distributed stable random variables

with scale par¿ìmeter ô = 1 and cha¡acteristic exponent cr,0< cr 32 such that

00

Ivtt" ( æ '
i=0

The dispersion, which we denote as disp(()), is

disp(Ç) = irry¡to
i=0

E = i,v*,
i=0

12



It is easy to see that this measure reduces to the variance measure when the characteristic

exponent is 2.

Parameter estimation for stable distributions

In the literature, various techniques are usually applied in the estimation of

parameters of stable distributions and one that has been of gteatest inte¡est was proposed

by Press (I972a) and is based on the empirical characteristic function. This is usually

referred to as the method of moments. The implementation of this method is given in this

Section.

Consider the case where the observations {f¡, j = 1, 2, ..., n} are available for the

variable Ë.The empirical characteristic function is then obtained as

n
n lsr
6q*; =*I.i*€¡, w € (-*,-).

"j=1

Remark: For each w, tçô1w¡t is bounded above by I and thus ó(w) has finite moments.

Now since é(*i represents a stochastic process for w € (-oo,oo), it implies that for each

specified *, ô(*) constitutes the sample mean of iid random variables. Similarly by the

strong law of large numbrrr, 61*¡ is a consistent estimator of (Þ(w).

Paulson et 41. (1975) carried out simulation studies to show the effectiveness of this

procedure for the estimation of the parameters. Analytical point estimates of the par¿uneters

are obtained by noting from equation (1.2.2) that,

lÕ(w)l = eSlwlo

and thus

ôlwlo = -lnlÕ(w)1.

Now for any wl and w2 such that wt * wz, we have

t3



ôlw¡la=-lnl@(wr)l ,k= 1,2 i cr+ 1 and w¡w¡+O (1.2.3)

Replacing Õ(wr) with its estimate é(*n) and solving the two equations in (1.2.3)

simultaneously for cr and õ, we obtain

l¡l
â = rnl Þ!e(*tll ilnm17yyr¡1-r

llnlo(w2)ll

t = _twzt-à ¡ht6(wz)tl

Estimation of 0 and B is attained by letting

where Iryr(tXE)) represents the imaginary part of the function û((). From (1.2.1), this

implies that

H(w) = wB - ôlwla0tan(no,lZ) if cr + 1

^ 2ðw0, ,,- wþ -:-ln(lwl)) if cr = I
IL

H(w) = Irr,r(lnlÕ(w)l

Choosing w3 and w4 such that w3 t w4, it implies that

Y = B - õlw¡l a-rQ¡a¡¡(¡u/2) if cr * I and k = 3, 4

'.NA= B - 
ÍY:ln(lwrl)) if cr = I and k = 3, 4) (L.2.4)

IL

T4



Solving the two equations from (L.2.4) simultaneously with s, ô and H(wÐ replaced by

their estimat"r â, 6 and Ê(wd respectively leads to the following results:

4 -Ê(w¡)lw¿ld 
- Ê(w+)lw¡tdY- 

w3lwa¡d-l - w4lw3ld

6=

w3w4(ln

Elw:lw¿lô - wal w3ldl øn(rlc&/2)

wgÊ(w¿) - w¿tî(ws)

Estimates of the parameters for the multivariate stable distributions are obtained using a

similar approach based on the sample characteristic function.

Press (1972b) derived association measures for jointly distributed random variables

for multivariate stable distributions while Griffiths (1972) and De Silva (1978) studied

some properties of multivariate stable distributions and in analogy with the finite variance

case, they obtained the correlation coefficient for the bivariate symmetric stable random

variables.

wrÊ(w¿) - w¿É(wr)

2Ew3wa[nlwsl - lnlw¿l]/æ

if a*l

if (r=1,

if s+1

Basic limit properties of stable variables

The central limit theorem for finite variance va¡iables states that if we have a

sequence of iid random variables {E¡,E2,..., €n} such that E(€r) - p and Var((1) = s2,

then

if cr= 1.

15



d
where -+ represents convergence in distribution andZ is a standard Gaussian distribution.

A similar property exists for infinite variance stable random variables under certain

conditions. In ttris case we suppose that the sequence of stable üd random variables {6i, i =

1,2, ..., n) are in the domain of atraction of the stable law with characteristic exponent u

e (0,2) and distribution F. Suppose that there exist constants an and b¡ defined as

ân = inf {x: [1 - F(x) + F(x)] < n-l]

"*åri-p)

and

d
-> z,

Then the following convergence limit exists:

n
1L,
ufr{\r - bn)

bn=F(an)-FGail.

where 56¡ is a stable random variable with characteristic exponent cr e (0,2). The sequence

of random variables {6i} is then said to be in the domain of attraction of the stable law.

Such characterization for stable random variables facilitates the study of the limiting

distributions of parameter estimates for processes with stable errors. These properties will

be utilized in Chapter two when conside¡ing optimal parameter estimates for stable

processes.

d

-) So,

t6



1.3. Model identification

Process identification involves various steps, the most basic being the determination

of the class of processes to which a given time series belongs. In particular, one has to

determine whether a given time series is generated by a linear process, a nonlinea¡ process,

an infinite variance process or some other non-Gaussian process or a combination of some

of these processes. This initial identiñcation stage is either based on prior information about

the generating process or on subjective deductions from the timeplot of the series followed

by some confirmatory objecúve tests. As an example, if on the basis of the timeplot a given

series is suspected to have been generated by a nonlinear process, then the next step is to

test for nonlinearity. Once the form of the process is established, the next important step is

to determine the specific set in the selected class to which the series belongs. Thus again if
the series is initially identified as having been possibly generated by a nonlinear model, it

now has to be determined as to which set of nonlinea¡ models this series belongs. This is

then followed by the determination of the order of the modet in the selected set.

Although there is no known specific paradigm for assessing distinctions between

time series belonging to the different classes, a lot of research has been done for

establishing the identity of a given series within a particular class especialty the class of

finite variance linear processes. Simple graphical tools for identifîcation such as those

developed by Box and Jenkins (1976) as well as the objective techniques of Akaike (1969,

1970) have played a key role in this. Identification within the class of nonlinear models is

still in its infant stages.

The class of infinite va¡iance stable processes has been identified using two major

tools, the most basic one being the presence of bursts of observations in the series.

Simulation results based on time series observations generated by an infinite variance

process depict bursts of observations and moreso as the characteristic exponent of the

t7



generating stable random variable decreases. A more objective approach was used by Fama

(1965) and Mandelbrot (1963) when modeling stock market prices. This is based on the

evaluation of the tail probabilities for the given series of observations. Large tail

probabilities in ttre observations makes the finite variance assumption inappropriate. This is

due to the fact that inferential techniques for observations from finite variance processes are

based on asymptotic theory which are based on the requirement that second order

properties exist. Thus even for large samples, the choice of a finite sample model may not

be a feasible one.

These tools do not necessarily provide complete evidence to conclude that the

generating mechanism is based on stable random va¡iables since for example the presence

of many outlie$ in a finite variance series could lead to the conclusion that it is infînite in its

variance. When dealing with outliers, it is usually assumed that the outlying observations

are independent of the generating mechanism. This is not the case for stable variables since

the bursts in the observations are paft of the generating process. Thus the presence of many

outliers is bound to lead to an erroneous conclusion regarding the distribution of the

process. A more effective tool for establishing the distinction between data from the finite

and infinite variance processes need to be developed. In this dissertation, we assume that

we are dealing with data generated by an inf,rnite variance process.

Once a given series has been identified as having been generated by an infînite

variance process, an area that has been receiving increasing attention is that of order

determination particularly in the class of linear models. Some of the early work in this

direction was carried out by Rosenfeld (1976) who used simulation studies on rhe

application of the Box and Jenkins (1976) identification techniques ro a limited set of

infinite variance stable processes and concluded that such techniques are still appropriate

for identification of infinite variance stable processes. For a wider range of stable processes

particularly when cr < 1.5, the Box and Jenkins approach might be inadequate when used

as an identification tool and thus this is an area which requires more research.

18



In the finite variance case, suppose that Ç1 is a kth order autoregressive (AR)

process given by the difference equation:

where 0(0) = 1, {rlt, t=1,2,...} is a sequence of i.i.d random variables with zero mean and

variance o2 and the polynomial O(z) = L+r+¡tz +\r2r? +....+ r¡ozP has roots outside the unit

circle (stationarity condition). Suppose that the observations, (€t, Ez, ...,8N) are available,

Akaike (1969,1970) defined the Final Prediction Enor (FPE) technique for determining the

order k of the model such that the one step ahead prediction error is minimized as

FPE(k) = Et€,(k) - Êttll' = 
"fl<r 

* þ

k

É,= IO¡€r-jf r.tt,
j=1

where Êttl ir the predictor of (sa1 based on the model of order k. This is obtained as

k

Ê(t) = Iô¡ç,-:
j=1

where the sequence of coefficienm {ô¡} are the least squares estimates of {0¡}. BV

replacing ofl wittr its unbiased estimate NâfutN - k), we obtain

where

FPE(k) = âl {#++r = âfl(r . *X' fr)'

è?=frå Ëô,,n,,,,,

Bhansali and Downham (1977) obtained a generabzed form of the FPE criterion as

ôo(k) = 1 for all k.
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where cr > 0 is a fixed constant and derived the asymptotic distribution. Bhansali (1988)

studied the Final Prediction Criteria (FPEc¿) in the context of infinite variance stable errors

and showed that this leads to a consistent model identification. In essence, the use of this

FPE approach amounts to assuming that the variance is a consistent measure of the

dispersion in the infinite variance case. It would thus be imperative to consider altemative

dispersion measures which would be adequate particularly for moderate sample sizes with

heavy tails.

Another order determining technique for infinite variance stable processes was

studied by Knight (1990) where he showed that the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)

consistently determines the order of an autoregressive model.

FPE*(k)=â?(t . s ) (1.3.1)
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1.4. Estimation of model coefficients

Model coefficient estimation in time series is a crucial step in attaining some of the

major goals in time series analysis and this in particular is due to the fact that efficient

estimation of the coefficients leads to effective forecasts. In the literature, several

approaches to the estimation of model coefficients for infînite variance processes have been

discussed. These include robust estimation for moving average processes (Onishchenko,

1990), the least Gamma deviation estimates (Liu, 1987), the least absolute deviation

approach (Gross and Steiger, 1979) and the usual least squares technique whose

asymptotic properties have been widely studied for autoregressive and regression models.

We bniefly review some of these techniques in this section.

Least squares estimates.

Suppose the observations yt, y2,..., yn are available from

autoregressive model given as

p

Yr= IQiYt-i+Ut te (-oo,oo)
i=1

where the sequence {Ut} is of independent and identically distributed random variables

which have a symmetric stable distribution with characteristic exponent u e(0,2). The least

squares estimate for the vector of coefficients Õ = (0t, 02, ...,0p) is obtained as

-1

where Yt-l = (yçt,yt-2,..., yrp)T.

Under the assumption that the sequence of random variables {U¡} are in the domain

of attraction of the stable law, Kanter and Steiger (1974) showed that the least squares

a pth otdrr stationary

* =[å",.,"T,]

(1.4.1)

n

Ivtv,-r
t=2
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estimates of the model parameters as in equation (1.4.2) is consistent, i.e., converges in

probability. Yohai and Maronna (1977) extended the distribution of {Ut} to the class

whereby Etlogl(Uù] < o. and also showed that the estimate given n (1.4.2) is consistent.

Hannan and Kanter (1977) also showed the almost sure convergence of the least squares

estimates using a slightly different approach from that of Yohai and Maronna(L977).

Least absolute deviation estimate (Ll estimate)

LætEtbe a pÚt order autoreglessive process given by the difference equation

p

Ë,= Iot6r-i*rt,
i=1

where 00 = 1, (r1¡, t=1,2,...) is a sequence of i.i.d random variables and the coefficients

satisfy the stationarity condition. Let the observarions (Et,82,..., €il are available. To

estimate the model parameters, the following function is minimized with respect to Q¡:

Gross and Steiger (1979) showed that the resulting estimates of 0i , i = 1, 2, ..., p from

equation (1.4.3) are strongly consistent when cr > L.

Least gamma estimate

N

rN(o) =* I,Ë, - Ëç,8,-,1.

t-p+1

This is a more general estimate for which the least squares and the least absolute

deviation estimates are special cases. Liu (1987) showed that the esrimates of the

coefficients obtained when the observations (Ç1, Ez, ..., €N) ate available by minimizing

the following function:

(1.4.3)
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(where T > 0) are strongly consistent. By applying measure theoretic techniques, he proved

the weak convergence of the resulting estimates of the parameters.

Robust estimation of parameters of a moving average process with regression terms

have also been discussed by Onishchenko (1990) when the innovations have a stable

distribution. Blattberg and Sargent (1971) obtained linear estimates of the parameters for

the simple regression model while Cline (1989) showed that the usual least squares

estimates for the regression model are consistent. Kanter and Steiger (1974) obtained the

screened ratio estimates and also discussed the least squares estimates for the regression

and the autoregressive models.

N

rN(o) =* I,B, - Ë0,6,-,1'
t=1'
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1.5. Basics of estimating equations

Some fundamental ideas on estimating functions were initially proposed by

Godambe (1960) and Durbin (1960). Godambe's ideas were later extended and generalized

in several directions by a number of authors for example by Bhapkar (1972), Godambe and

Thompson (1984), Godambe (1976,1985), and Thavaneswaran and Abraham (1988). An

interesting aspect that arises from ttre theory of estimating functions is the ability to estimate

model parameters without the requirement that the underlying distribution be known.

Consider a discrete time stochastic process {€,, t e I} defined on a probability

space (ç¿ , A , F) where I is the set of all positive integers. Assume that the observed

values of (, belong to the real space 9tn while the parameter 0 e @, where @ is a compacr

subset of S. Let F; b" the sigma field generated by E up to time t.

Following Godambe (1960, 1976), any real function gn(Ë1, 82, ..., €" ; e¡ of the

observations and the parameter 0 such that,

,U !*q exists for all o e @,

(b) Etgn(6,0)l is differentiable with respect to 0 under the integral sign and

rcl rrÈSÐr2 is finite ror all o e @

is called a regular unbiased esrimaring function if Erte(|1 , ..., É. ; e(F))l = 0 , where F

is a subset of a class of distributions in 9T".

Suppose G is the class of unbiased estimating functions such that G = {g: g =

E(4y 82,..., €r, ; 0)]. In the class G, the estimating function g0 is the optimum estimating

function if g0 . G and
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for all g € G and all 0 e @. Estimation of the pilameter 0 is then accomplished by solving

go=0.

Godambe (1960) established an optimality criterion for independent and identicatly

distributed (iid) random variables and showed that the optimum esrimating equation is the

maximum likelihood equation when estimating a single parameter, i.e., he showed that if
the set of iid random variables [8t,E2,..., €n] each having a probability density function

f(€,e) where 0 is a parameter, rhen the estimating function given by

n

)â1togr1(t,0))/ð0 = 0
t=1

is optimal.

Durbin (1960) on the other hand discussed the optimality criteria for linear

estimating functions under the time series regression setring while Bhapkar (1972)

considered the efficiency measure for an optimal estimating function and extended

Godambe's (1960) work to the multiparÍLmeter case. Godambe and Thompson (1974)

discussed the optimality of estimating functions in the presence of a nuisance parameter

while Godambe (1976) showed that the maximum likelihood equation is optimal, wirh the

optimality criterion being independent of the conditioning. The optimality criteria was then

applied in selecting a pammeter that can be estimated most efficiently in Godambe and

Thompson (1984).

Consider a class L of estimating functions g satisfying the above conditions

and having the form 
*

E = /'h'a'-'
t=2

{*=',rJ'=r¡+- 1'
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where the function h, is a set of uncorrelated random variables of the form h¡ = E¡ -
Y',

E[hr lf.'-r] ana thus implying rhar E[hr I ni_r] = 0, r = 1,2, ....., n while â,_i i, a funcion

of 6r ,...., E,-, and0 for t =2,...,n. Godambe (1985) obtained the finite sample optimal

estimates for stochastic processes based on the optimal estimating function in the class L of

estimating functions without making any specific probability distribution assumptions on

the random variables. Specifically, he proved the following theorem.

Theorem 1.5.1

In the class L of unbiased estimating functions g , the optimum estimating function g0 is

one that minimizes

and this is given by

where

"[g'l
1(tcar/atl)'l

n

eo = In,4-r
t=2

A sketch of the proof is as follows. The result in equation (1.5.3) is obtained by

minimization of (1.5.1) taking into account the requirement rhar EthrlFÉ -l = 0 for all t. The
t-l-

optimality of g0 is shown by substituting the value of uto-t given in (1.5.3) into equation

(1.5.2). The optimal estimate of the parameter of interest is then evaluated by setting

(L.5.2) to zero.
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In the literature, Godambe's theory of estimating equations has been applied to

estimate model parameters for various classes of stochastic models as well as for the

estimation of missing values. Thavaneswa¡an and Abraham (1988) applied Godambe's

optimality criteria to study the optimal estimates for nonlinear time series models. The

following example illustrates the application of this procedure to the finite variance case.

Example 1.1

Consider the first order Random coefficient model (See Nicolls and Quinn, l9S2)

for the process (¡ given by the equation

Et=(0+a)Ç¡-1 +r1¡

where {a¡} and {nt} are mutually independent error random variables having common

va¡iance @n. A unique optimal estimate of the forecast error variance can be evaluated by

lening the variable h¡ to be

where

The optimal estimate of the variance 4 = 
"n 

is obtained as

h, = (€r - 0€r-r)2 - @q (t +E?-t)

va4Ç,rr,€-,) = or(62r, + 1) .

This optimal estimate of the variance has got a weighting factor as in contrast to the mean

square error. The implication from this is that the optimal estimates a¡e bound to have a

smaller variance measure as compared to the least squares estimates particularly in the case
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of nonlinear models. Such an observation \tras also deduced by Thavaneswaran and

Abraham (1988). In chapter two, this estimation criterion is developed for infinite variance

stable sequences and is then applied to estimate coefficients for various linea¡ models. It is

also applied in the estimation of missing observations in Chapter three.

L.6. Time series forecasting

Forecasting is one of the crucial goals in time series analysis. In the Gaussian case,

forecasts are the conditional expectation. This is not the case for infinite variance stable

processes. An example of this is the minimum dispersion (See definition 1.2.5) linear

predictor for the ARMA(1,1) model with parameters Q and 0 and having infinite variance

errors (See Cline and Brockwell, 1985). Cambanis and Soltani (1982) approached the

problem by minimizing the expected absolute error and evaluated linear predictors using the

spectral and moving average representations while Cline and Brockwelt (1985) obtained

minimum dispersion linear predictors. In the case of Gaussian processes, linea¡ predictors

have also been discussed extensively (See for example Box and Jenkins,7976).

Consider the autoregressive model given in equation (1.4.1), Cline and Brockwell

(1985) obtained linear forecasts by minimizing the dispersion. This was achieved by

assuming that the forecast * i, u linear function of the observed values. The coefficients in

Y are then estimated by minimizing the dispersion of the forecast error i.e., minimize

^disp(Y1- Y) with respect to the paramerers.

A slightly different approach was proposed by Miamee and Pourahmadi (1988) to

obtain linear predictors. They evaluated their forecasts by using the prediction

decomposition of the projected value. Their results were restricted to the case where cr e

(1,21 so as to facilitate the evaluation of the conditional expectation.

The forecasting techniques of Cline and Brockwell (1985) and Miamee and

Pourahmadi (1988) would be expected to be most effective when c > 1 since the case
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when it is less than one would not necessarily lead to unique projections on the predictor

space.
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1.7. Irregularly observed data

Irregularities in observations usually occur when a set of values are not observed.

In the case of finite variance processes, irregularities could also a¡ise as a result of deleted

outliers. This is not the case when analyzing infinite variance processes since they are

necessarily chatactenzed by bursts in outlying observations. It is thus assumed here that

there are no missing values.

The need for accurate estimation of missing values in iregularly observed time

series arises quite often and as a result of this, there has been a growing interest in the

estimation of missing values for linear models (Brockwell and Davis, 1987). Alternative

techniques for handling irregularly observed data have been discussed in Parzen (1984),

Jones (1980) and Nassiuma and Thavaneswaran (1992). Estimation of missing values has

unfortunately been restricted to processes with finite variance (See for example Miller and

Ferreiro (1984) and Abraham and Thavaneswaran (1991). This is evidently due to the

prevalently conceived idea of inappropriateness' when considering infînite variance

processes since this goes against the well established theories for finite variance variables.

In the literature on estimation of missing values for finite variance processes, two

methods are used. The first one assumes that the missing value is a parameter and uses the

least squares criteria. The second one assumes that the missing value is a random variable

and the estimates are obtained by prediction algorithms. Abraham and Thavaneswaran

(1991) applied both methods and demonstrated the superiority of the oprimal method. In

the case of processes with the stable errors, the least squa.res method is not optimal in the

Gauss- Markov sense. The prediction algorithm would similarly not be used to estimate the

missing values since the second moments do not exist and thus the covariance function

cannot be defined. We give the general approach for estimating missing observations for

finite variance processes in the following illustration.

Consider the ARMA(p,q) processes given as
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where Õ(B) and @@) are the autoregressive (AR) and the moving average (MA) operators

such that the zeros of the polynomials (Þ(z) = l+ QF + Q2zz + ....+ Qpd and @(z) = la

0p + 0222 +...+Onze lie in the region lzl > L (stationarity and invertibility conditions) and

{qt} is a sequence of iid random variables. A possible representation of the estimate for a

singe missing observation (t¡ is as a function of the inverse autocorrelation function. Such

an estimate can be obtained as

Õ(B)€, = @(B)ît

where flt is the inverse autocorrelation function at the ith hg (Chatrield, 1979) given as

-v¡ + Ë*rn,

ê
bm-

Ë*
- LPi(€m+¡ + 6m-i)
i=l

where Vj are the coefficients in the MA representation of the process (¡.

In the simple case of the AR(l) model with parameter Q, *d pi = - O. Thus the

estimate for the mttt missing value is obtained as

r ----9bm-. 1;(€m+r+Em-r).
l+o¿

* ;-1t-l
rr. :-rlt

In the case of infinite variance processes, the structure of the approximate joint variation

function makes this approach inapplicable. Some techniques for the estimation of missing

observations when the processes are driven by infinite va¡iance stable errors are discussed

in Chapter three.

Tq
J=o
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1.8. Nonstationarity in Time Series

A stochastic process which is not constant in its first or second order properties is

said to be nonstationary. Linear nonstationary processes for which the f,rst order properties

vary over time (homogeneous nonstationarity) are usually differenced in order to attain

stationarity and these lead to ARIMA processes studied by Box and Jenkins (1976).

Nonstationary processes with time varying second order properties (heterogeneous

nonstationarity) are appropriately transformed to attain stationarity (See for example

Priestley (1988)). However, suitable transformations do not always exist and hence

alternative ways of studying nonstationary processes is by using ARMA models in three

possible forms, (i) with time varying coefficients (See Whittle, 1965), (ii) with time

varying variance or (iii) with unit roots. These approaches to dealing with nonstationarity

are not adequate for infinite variance processes except under some conditions since none of

the moments may exist.

The continued realization that for many practical situations, the Gaussian laws are

inadequate and the stable laws may be more appropriate in representing some processes as

well as the curiosity posed by non-Gaussian stable laws has led to an increased interest in

the study of infinite variance processes. However, past work on infinite variance processes

has been restricted to the requirement that the processes be stationary.

Prediction for nonstationary processes with stable errors and index u. = 2 were

initially discussed by Whinle (1965) and AMrabbo and Priestley (1967). When 0 <u<2,

the va¡iance does not exist and in recent papers by Chan and Tran (1989), Phillips (1990)

and Chan (1990), some limiting properties of parameter estimates for the flust order unit

root and nearly-stationary autoregressive processes with infinite variance are studied. Thus

the concept of nonstationarity for infinite variance processes is basically still in its infant

stage and requires further study. This is pursued in Chapter four where some propefties of

nonstationary processes are discussed.
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1.9. Layout of Dissertation

In this dissertation, three major inferential problems pertaining to processes with

infinite variance are discussed. In chapter two, the problem of estimation of parameters in

linear and nonlinear time series models is considered. An optimality criterion of an

estimating function when the process is d¡iven by infinite va¡iance stable innovations is

developed and the asymptotic properties of the resulting optimal estimates are studied.

Recursive optimal estimates are also derived. Applications to patameter estimation in AR,

MA, and ARMA models is discussed. In particular, the consistency of optimal estimates of

the AR(p) parameters as well as their recursive forms are discussed.

The estimation of missing observations for processes driven by infinite variance

stable innovations is discussed in chapter three. Various techniques are considered and

these include the application of the extended optimality criteria discussed in chapter rwo ro

estimate the missing values. A linear interpolation approach to the estimation of missing

observations is also developed in this chapter. Estimates of missing observations based on

minimizing the î,ú norm (0 <?"<2) are discussed. The advantages and disadvantages of

each estimating technique is also discussed.

Chapter four is concerned with nonstationary processes. Three cases of

nonstationarity are considered: the case of a unit root, the time varying coefficients model

and the case of time varying dispersion model. Prediction and coefficient estimation for the

processes with time varying coefficients a¡e discussed and properties of an optimal estimate

for AR(1) model with unit roor are studied.
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2. PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR INFINITE VARIANCE MODELS

USING ESTIMATING EQUATIONS

2.1. Introduction

Estimation using the least squares method is a popular approach for a wide range of

models, both stochastic and nonstochastic. In the finite variance case, the Gauss-Markov

theorem guarantees optimality of the least squares estimates in the minimum variance sense

and properties of such estimates are well known. Other estimating criteria based on the

finite variance assumption and which have been extensively studied in ttre literature include

the method of moments, the maximum likelihood criterion, and the minimum absolute

deviation technique. The application of some of these methods in estimating parameters of

processes whose observations follow the stable laws would normally seem'inappropriate'

since neither the first nor higher order moments necessarily exist and thus the resulting

estimates may not have the same optimality properties.

A number of studies have been carried out to justify the application of the above

techniques to the infinite variance case and these have particularly focused on the limiting

properties of the estimates. These are properties that are based on the assumption that the

available sanrple are large in size. The least squares estimates for the coeffîcients of the

autoregressive model have for example been shown to converge under the stable law

assumption on the errors (See Yohai and Maronna (L977): Hannan and Kanter (1977);

Kanter and Steiger (197Ð). The least absolute deviation estimates have similarly been

shown to converge (Gross and Steiger,1979).

The optimality criterion of estimating equations based on independent and

identically distributed (i.i.d) ¡andom va¡iables was developed by Godambe (1960) where
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he showed the relationship between the optimum estimaúng equation and the maximum

likelihood equation when estimating a single parameter. Durbin (1960) on rhe other hand.

established the optimality criteria for linear estimating functions under the vector valued

time series regression setting and Bhapkar (1972) discussed the efficiency measure for an

optimal estimating function and extended Godambe's (1960) work to the multiparameter

case. Based on these developments, Godambe (1985) developed an optimality criterion for

the finite sample stochastic setting. This was applied by ThavaneswaÍan and Abraham

(1988) to the estimation of parameters in nonlinear models where they showed that the

resulting estimates have a smaller variance as compared to the least squares estimates.

This chapter deals with parameter estimation for processes driven by infinite

variance stable innovations. V/e propose to extend Godambe's (1985) theory of optimal

estimating functions for stochastic processes with finite variance to processes with infinite

variance elrors by minimizing the process dispersion, which corresponds to minimizngthe

tail probability of the innovations. The process innovations are assumed to be independent

random variables having an infinite variance stable distribution with cha¡acteristic exponent

c (1 < u < 2) and scale parameter c(t), which is assumed to be a general function that

changes with time.

In section 2.2 we give some well known results on the conditional expectations of

symmetric stable processes. The extended sufficiency conditions for the existence of an

optimal estimating function go in the set G of unbiased estimating functions are laid out in

section 2.3.In Section 2.4, the strong consistency of the optimal estimate is discussed

while recursive optimal estimates are derived in Section 2.5.In Section 2.6, we consider

the application of the optimality criterion to estimate parameters for the AR(p) process

driven by an inf,rnite variance stable innovation sequence. Recursive optimal estimates for

the parameters are also discussed in this Section. A simulation study is used to examine the

relative closeness of the optimal estimates of the par¿Lmeters to their true values. The
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pedormance of the optimal estimates relative to the least squares estimates is shown

through simulation studies.

Section 2.7 deals with the moving average (MA) process of order q which is driven

by infinite variance stable innovations. Optimal estimates for the model parameters such

that the dispersion is minimized are similarly obtained. In Section 2.8, a procedure for

evaluating optimal estimates for the general ARMAþ,q) process is similarly discussed.
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2.2. Conditional expectations

A fundamental requirement in the development of the optimality criteria for an

optimal estimating function for finite variance random variables is the existence of the

conditional mean and variance. In the infînite variance setting, we similarly require the

existence of the conditional dispersion. We thus start by examining stable random variables

which are jointly distributed before developing the optimality criteria. We consider a set of

independent random variables {tlt: t = l, 2,..., n} having scale parameters c(t) and

common characteristic exponent o > l. It is well known that linear combinations of the

stable random variables lt are also stable with characteristic exponent c. The following

Theorems are thus focused on such linear combinations of independent random variables.

Theorem 2.2.1

Suppose the random variables ( and X are given as the following linear

combinations of independent stable random variables, {nt), i.e.,

where {at}, {bt} e S are non random coeffîcients such that at least one value in the set

{h} is not zero and r'¡¡ is as defined above. Then the conditional expectation of I given X is

obtained as E(€lX) = ÀX where the constant À is obtained as

n

É = Iu,rt,
t=l

n

and x = Ib,nt
t=1

n

)c1t¡a¡lu/0-r
t=1¡,-

Lc(t)lbrld
t=l
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Proof:

Let the characteristic function for each q1 be given by Õ1(ol) = exp(c(r)lolct). Then

the characteristic function m(u,v) of the joint vector (€,JC) is obtained as

n

ln[m(u,v)] = )tn¡O¡(a¡u + btv)1.
t=1

Now since cr > 1, we have

g
a -- t{(Ðu'tut¡o-' o
fr iln(m(u,v))lu=0 ='i- fr 1n(m(0,v))

)c(t)la/a
t=L

and thus a sufficient condition for the conditional expectation to be l,X is ttrat

ärt
fr ln[m(u,v)] = î. fr lntm(g,v)l

for all v.

The conditional dispersion of Ç given X is shown in the following Theorem.

Theorem 2.2.2

suppose the random va¡iables Ë and x are as given in Theorem 2.2.1, then

(a) The random variable h given as h = q-EGIX) simplifies to the form

n

¡=){at-ÀbJn,.
t=1
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and has a stable disribution with characteristic exponent s and dispersion c(h) which

corresponds to the tail probability (Cline, 1983). This is obtained as

n

c(h)= Ilu,-X.U¡a.(tr.
t=l

(b) The conditional distribution of h given X is stable with characteristic exponent ø and

dispersion given by
n

disp(hlX) = Ilu, - (ì, + 1.1)bllcc(t)
t=1

where

Proof:

The result in (a) simply follows from the charactenzation of the srable random variables and

definition (1.2.5) of the dispersion while (b) is obtained by noring thar

n

){ur - Àb)tb¡t' c(t)
t=1It=

n

IUpcttl
t=l

disp(hlÏ) = disp(h - E(hlf))

The constant î,1 is obtained as in Theorem2.2.l.

39

(n \
= displ )tur - (À + Àr)btlnt 

I

[t=l )

n

= Itu, - (î. + À1)b¡loc(t)
t=1



Related results have been extensively discussed by Lukacs and Laha (1964).

Thavaneswaran and Thompson (1991) have applied these ideas in the study of filtering and

interpolation problems for inf,rnite variance stable processes.
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2.3. Optimality criterion for parameter estimation

Suppose the sequence of random variables {nt ; t = 1,2,...} is symmetric stable

with cha¡acteristic index a e (I,Z1and is defined on the probability space (e , A , F) .

Suppose also that the sequence {6, , t e I}, where I is the set of all positive integers, is

defined on the above probability space and assume that the observed values of (, belong to

the real space 9ln. Let (Et,Ez,Ez,...,€J be a sequence of random variables such that the

conditional distribution of (¡ given the past values is stable with mean f(Et,Ez,Ez...Eur,0)

and its dispersion (denoted disp) is proportional to c(t), i.e.,

P[E,FF-rl = f(Et,|z,E¡,...8r-r,o)

and

where K e S is a constant and fþ-1 is the sigma field up to time t - 1. Proceeding as in

Godambe (1985), we consider a class of unbiased estimating functions

-fnìGn = t gn: gn = Iat-rht I
t-2

disp((,m!-r) = Kc(t)

where a¡-1 is a function of (Et,Ez,E¡,...€t-r) and 0 , i.e., a1-1 ir 4-, measurable, while the

sequence of independent random variables {h¡} are obtained as

We will henceforth drop the subscript n on G and g and it will be understood that they are

based on samples of size n unless otherwise specified.

9
ht=Et-E[qrtF?-l].
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In analogy with the finite variance case, ¿rmong the estimating functions g e G, the

estimating function go is said to be optimal if it minimizes the dispersion function of the

quotient given by

at g=go. Vy'e assume here that the conditional expectation E[(âg/ðe)FF-r] exists for all g

e G. When a. = 2, the variance is finite and this condition is the same as that of Godambe

(1985). In the following theorem, a sufficient condition for the above oprimality is given.

Theorem 2.3.1

¿irp (gÆttas/ae) FF-rl )

In the class G of unbiased estimating functions, a sufficient condition for the

estimating function gg to be optimal is that

for all (9, go ) e G and for a real constant K.

Proof:

disp(g - Bo) = disp(go) + disp(g) + K E[(ðelôe)FF 1]

From equation (2.3.2),it follows by standardizarion using E[(aglðe)lF!-11 tttat

(2.3.1)

oisp(---l , - so l=¿irpl--l " I^[e¡1agae)FFr] 
Er(ðe"/ðo)reF-,rJ 

-"[r¡layaelFF_rl.,|

*ai'p[---fl 
" I *xEt(aslao)Fþ-r]

(eftaeæe)leÞ-rU

When g = go, equation (2.3.3) reduces to the form:
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(2.3.2)

Et(aslae)14-11
(2.3.3)



and thus

o = 2 disp( s. lEKas./Ae¡F!-11) + r

We can then write equation (2.3.3) as

¿irpl---€ , l* Cr - zXirpl--L, I
[Et(agae)FÞ_ru [ntcaeæe)FÞ_r]J

K = -2disp(e"ltst(ae"/Ae) FF-r I ).

= ¿irpl----l " l- ¿irpl----el " I
[nrcaelaollrF-r]J [Brraeæo)FF r]J

for all g e G. The result then follows by recognizing that disp(.) is a positive function and

thus

In the next Theorem, we further establish the specific form of the optimal estimating

function 99 among the class of linear estimating functions g € G.

(2.3.4)

aisp(----s " I > ¿i'pl---41.
[nttaøaelFF-r]J {-rttaeonelpF-r]J

Theorem 2.3.2

In the class G of unbiased linear estimating functions, the optimal estimating function go is

obtained as

(2.3.s)

where

n

go = )a!-1h¡
t=2
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and lxlsgn(x) = x.

| . ¡l/(a_l)
_o lEttar'/aelmF,llat-l=l . F i

I disp(hJFf-1) 
I

proof:

For each g € G, the dispersion of g is obtained as

n
disp(g) = )la,-1la c(t)

t=2

where c(t) is the conditional dispersion of h¡ given the observations up to time t-1.

Similarly, obtaining the derivative of g with respect to the parameter 0 leads to the'

following relation:

n

sgn(h)

Er(as/ao)rFF-,t = 

Ð[',,"(#'rF 
,]sn(h,l . 

¡ae''rrF 
,](n,rrF ,)]

and since B(rt,leþ-r) = 0, we can write this as

(2.3.7)

From equation (2.3.4) of Theorem 2.3.1, it implies that when k=-2, we obtain the

dispersion of the optimal estimating function as

disP(go) = E[(âe"/âelFF-,1.

Et(aslae)FF-,1 = 

ä[*,r[*'rt, ¡sgn 
(h)

(2.3.8)

M

(2.3.e)



Based on this, \tre can equate equations (2.3.8) and(2.3.9) when g = go and this leads to

The result then follows by solving

n

t=2
lfto-,1"c(Ð = I[+,"(#,rf ,¡sen(h).

t=2

Remark: when a, = 2, the result for a!, reduces to

la!, l" 
"çt¡ 

= "1,"(#nþ-,)g'1r,,¡.

which is the same as that of Godambe (1985).

As an illustration, we consider the optimal estimation

...,Q¡ for a linear process (¡ of order k given by

ul, = r (rah/ao)FF-11 )/Br<r,?l rrF-,r

where

and qr is a stable random variable having characteristic exponent cr and scale parameter c(t).

<l = (Qr, 0r, ..., qdr, U(FF-1) = tu6þ-r), uGF-z), ..., u(Fþ-Ðlr

The vector UGF-r) is a linear or nonlinear bounded function of the observations up to time

t-1 and AT represents the transpose of the vector A. We assume that Ç1 admits a moving

average representation of the form
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Ër=örU(FF-,)*n,

of the parameters Qt, Qz,
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oo

Fst\r= LTE{lt-i
i=0

fo¡ some t[i such that
æ

fhcilo < "".!
i=0

Based on the optimality criteria developed in the previous section, we consider the

class of vector valued estimating functions Gn based on a sample of size n and given by

n

Following the criteria in Theorem z.3.l,the optimal estimating function vector Sl i, grrrn

by
n

sfl= Iu,o-,n,
t=k+1

where
k

hr=Ët-IO,uCeF-¡
i=1

and the æmponents in the vector 
"ro-1 

arr given by

Gn = {Bn: *n = 
r=p¡-rht}.

These can be written in vector form as

ht=Ët-<ÞrU(Ët_r)

l"
" lEt(ah/ao)FFat-t = l- ,

I aispltr,lrt-¡¡

l/(a-1)
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and the vector

where for simplicity, U(€,t-r) = UGF-r). This leads to the optimal estimating equation in

vector form as
n

-0 _ s-n6¡ - -r-i_{Er- orU(Ét-r)).
t=k+1

Each component in the vector Sfl is obtained as

uf- 
1 = [ | u CrF- I )/c (Ð | 

1(ct-1), 
I u GF-z)/c 19 | 

u(cr- r ¡, ..., I u (r'F-d/c1t¡ | 
r/{a- r r1r

n

0,.. T
siû) = 

^Lr¡ff1,'n"-"[r, åoucrF l]en(u(rF-¡)) , ror j=!,),...þ.

t=k+1

The parameters are then estimated by solving gl = 0.

Let the column vector of optimal estimates of the parameters be Õo = (0i, ql, ...,

0Þt *d define the square matrix C¡ as

',n
cn = I",o_rtu(Et-r)lr

t=k+1

which has value in the jtlt row and iú column given as

n

Y ru1'F-Jrr/(a-r)
"1i= ,-frtr c(Ð | u(Fþ-¡)sgn(u(rF-i)
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where ij = 1, 2,..., k.

Let the vector Dn be defined by

"" 
=[,å$r',,o.',É,, åç,',,o.',6,, å+,'n"',rrï

n\r0 
P= 2ar_1Çt.

t=k+1

The optimal estimator Õo for the parameter Õ is then obtained by solving

C¡Õ = D¡.

In the one parameter case, the optimal estimate Qo is obtained as

n

IIur
t=2

Qo= n

I hrtF-¡/c(t¡ | 
o/to-r )sgnlulrþ-¡¡¡

t=2

Example: (Simple linear regression)

Consider the simple linear regression model driven by infinite variance stable

errors. Suppose that {(Yi,Xi), i=\,2,...,n1is a set of pairwise observations with X being

. (2.3.11)
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the independent variable and Y the response variable. The following regression model is

then fitted to the data:

Yi=OXi+tli i =L,2,..,n

where the sequence {Ii, i=l,2,..,n} is of independent symmetric stable random variables

having dispersion c(i). V/e define ttre sequence of independent innovations h¡ to be h;= y-
0X¡ and by Theorem 2.3.2, we have

Substituting this into equation (2.3.6), we obtain

Solving eP = 0 for 0 then leads to the optimal estimate of ttre parameter 0 as

a9
I = lxi/c(i) l 

t/(cr-t )rrnq¡,¡.

n

to = )lxi/c(i)lr(ø-l)qv, - 0X¡)sgn(X¡)).
i=1

0o(o) - 
[ 
Ë Wr,,¡ | 

a/(cr-r )sgn tx,l] Ë f x ¡/ c(Ðlt t @-t)y¡sgn (X¡).

It is easy to see that the optimal estimate turns out to be the same as the minimum

dispersion linear estimator of Blattberg and Sargent (1971) when c(i) is constant for all i.
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2.4. Asymptotic properties of the optimal estimate

W'e first of all recall some of the definitions and basic properties of random

variables having regularly varying tails. Further expositions of the definitions and basic

properties given here can be found in Feller (197I).

Definition 2.4.1

Consider a positive function L(q). Such a function is said to vary slowly at infiniry if for

all positive q, the following limit holds:

üm L(tn) . ,t-+_ L(t) _ r.

Definition 2.4.2

A sequence of random variables r¡ is said to be in the domain of attraction of the stable law

with characteristic exponent cr if there exists a slowly varying function L(r1) such that as 11

-) -,

where

A limiting property for infinite variance stable random variables which is similar to the

cental limit theorem for the finite variance case exists under certain conditions. This is

given as follows:

Let the sequence of iid random variables {Ei, i = 1,2,..., n} be defined in the

domain of attraction of the stable law with characteristic exponent a e (0,2) and distribution

function F. Suppose that there exist constants an and bn defined as

l-F(q)=pn-ûL(q)

p ='.,l5¡. tl - F(q)l
1-F(q)+F(-n)
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and

where Itqil< a¡ is an indicator variable taking on values 0 or 1. The following limit then

exists: 
n

1s,. d
; LGi - b") -+ So,
on i=l

ân = inf {x: [1 - F(x) + F(-x)] < n-l]

b¡ = E(Ç¡I¡[¡t< a¡])

where 56¡ is a stable random variable with characteristic exponent cr. When ø > 1, bn is

simply the expected value E(Ëù. A similar limiting distribution is obtained for the case of a

linear function given by 
æ

Et = )e¡r¡t-¡'
i=1

Let the sequence of üd random va¡iables {tlt, t = 1,2,...1 satisfy the following relations:

(a) P(lqll ) x) = x-o¡-(x)

Ol P -p und @ -q, for x>o
P(lr¡1| > x) P(lr11l > x)

andp e (0,1),9= 1-p, andL(x) isaslowlyvaryingfunctionatinfinity. Thenthereexists

constants an and bn such that

-rl*1 , * \ ¡ oo

% | 1ç, - n .)e¡un | å llpils".-- (t=1 i=0 ) i=0
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Considering the general model given in (2.3.10) as

the least squares estimates for the vector of coefficients (Þ based on the observations

(Er82,...,Éil is

h=ÕruG'F-,)*q,

o =[å,u(eF.r)]ru(rF,rr'] [$*u

(¡-¡), the above least squares estimators of the model parameters converge in probability.

Yohai and Maronna (1977) extended the distribution of {qt} to the case whereby

Eilog+(q)l < "o and also showed that the estimate given in (2.4.I) converges almost

surely. Hannan and Kanter (1977) also showed the consistency of the least squares

estimates using a slightly different approach from that of Yohai and Maronna (1977).

Based on the concept of optimal estimating functions, we consider the strong

consistency of the optimal estimate Q" given in (2.3.11) for the one p¿¡rameter case.

Before we show the convergence of Qo for the one parameter case, we state the

following Lemma due to Chartterji (1969) (a simpler version and relevant to our setup

here).

Kanter and Steiger (1g74)showed that in the case when Uf{-rl = (Et-t,lt-z, ...,

"t,rt].

Theorem 2.4.1 (Chatterji (1969)

(2.4.r)

Suppose the measurable function W and the sequence of measurable functions{Wn,

n >1) are such that W is defîned in the LI space where 1, e (1,2), and
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Then in the Ll space,

P(lv/nl 2 z) < P(lWl > z) almost surely for z > 0.

\II
where Fi-r is the sigma field up to time i - 1.

A basic implicaúon of this Theorem is that the sequence of functions {W¡¡, n >1}is

also measurable in the LI space and this facilitates the evaluation of the conditional

expectation. The convergence for the above general functions will be utilized in showing

the convergence of the optimal estimates as in the following Theorem for the one parameter

case.

n

Litq n-1/À >(Wi - E(V/ilFY-r)) = O almosr surely,n_>oo ã.

Theorem 2.4.2

Let the process {Er} be given as

9
where uFl-r) is a bounded function. Let the corresponding optimal estimate for the

parameter Q be

.F
çr=Qu(Ff-r)+nr.

n\Í-r ç

à | u teF-, )/cqt¡ | 
r/t"- r)(,sgn 

1u Gþ-1 ¡¡
t=2

0o=

Then the estimate Qo converges almost surely to ttre true parameter 0.

nsr
à I u tnF-t )/c(t¡ | "/<"-r \enCue.6-¡ll
ç-1
L-/-
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Proof:

The deviation of the optimal estimate Qo from the true parameter S can be written as

00-0

IhrrF-¡/c1t¡ | 
uta-r)€,sen(u(rF-,lrol h(4-,)/r(t)lo(a-1)rrn1u(rF-r))t=2 t=2

I I u trF-l/c(t) | 
øra- r )sen(u (rF-r ))

t=2

I hfrF-, )/c1t¡ | 
rrro- r ) [É, - Ou trF-rl] sen(uG'F-r ))

t=2

I lurrF-,)/cqg I 
o/<o-r)sen(u (r'F-i))

t=2

nsrt. 
lu(nF-, )/c1g I 

rrra-rhoen(u(nF-r 
))

t=2

In ctF-¡/c1t¡ lo/{o-r)sgn1ulnþ-1¡¡
t=2

where

To now prove the consistency of the optimal estimate, it basically tequires us to

show that An(Qo - Q), (where A¡ is a regularly varying function of the form n-l/t) and û >

ct), converges to zero almost surely as n -) "". Suppose that for simplicity, c(t) is a

constant for all t, then equation (2.4.3) can be written as

rt=6t- QuGF-i).

(2.4.3)
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F
Now since ît and u(Fl-r) are independent and E(q,lË,-r, E -2, ...) = 0 and because U(u-l)

0o-0=

n

I h t.F-,¡ | 
r/(0-1)r1,sgn(u (rF- r ))

> cr implying that lu6þ-r¡lrfo-t) is stable with index cr(ø-l) < Z þogan et al., L973), tt

follows tfrat lu(f'F-r¡lrl{"-r)n, is stable with index û = min(a, a(a-l)) and thus from

Lemma 2.4.1,

n

n

I I u f rF-, ¡ | 
a/(a-r )sgn(u (rF-r ) )

(2.4.4) converges to infinity. We note here that since lu(Fþ-r¡lt{a-tl is similarly bounded

Next, we need to show that the denominator of the second component of equation

kg "" 
n-liû llu(rF-,)lrr<"-')n, = 0 almost surely.

by, say a constant M > 0, it implies that

(2.4.4)

is similarly bounded by (n-l)M. Thus the folowing limit exist almost surely:

n

n\rt
Àlu(rF r¡la/(a-tr
t=2

whereo-1 <k<(a-1)-1.

Lirr¡ n-rl*f lulFþ-,¡lo/("-rl = ".n-)oo Þ2
almost surely
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Combining the two results implies that there exists a real value e = k - r) such that

Qo converges almost surely.
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2.5. Recursive optimal estimates

It is often the case that observations are obtained recursively and this calls for

estimates based on previous estimates and the curent observation. This is particularly

appropriate for dynamic systems. In this Section, a recursive form of the optimal estimate

is established.

Consider a set of n observations from the process (s generated by a nonlinear model

given in equation (2.3.10). The optimal estimating equation is obtained as

n
0 Y0

e""= Lui_1(6, - orU(6t_r)),
t=2

where the vector

uto-t = [lueþ rl¡"(r)lr/(ct-r),lu6þ-z)/c(t)lr/(cr-l),..., loGF-r)/c(glr/{a-rl1r

Let the optimal estimate based on the n observations be denoted as Õfl . This is then

evaluated as

When the n+l observation becomes available, its optimal estimate based on Õf, and the

new observation (¡..1 is evaluated as follows:

(4 \-rÆ4 \
Õå+r = I l,qt-,ru(€t-r)lr I I l"Î-tq, I

[t=2 ) \r=2 )

*r = få{o- 1 rurË,.rr,'l'fË4, *l
[r=2 ) V=2 )
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Thus the difference between the two estimates can be evaluated as

Õl+r - Õf = Kn+ruÎ(q, - (ÕÐrtu(€t-r)l)

where 
n+l

Kn| = )"f_rluf€t-r)tr
t=2

rflKi + aitU(€n)lr

The special case of a model with one parameter leads to the following recursive

estimate:

0l+r = 01+

where

Kntu66¡tr/(cr-r) ¡6,,*, - qf,utpEll

=0f+

1 + Knlu(F€¡¡a/tcr-rl

KnD6Ç¡11/(o-1h,,-rl

and

n

K,,1 = fruCa[r¡¡ø/(a-r), rn+l = €,,+r - OrufrÍ)
t=2

I + Knlu(F€¡¡"/("-rl

Kn+l=4
I + Knlu(FÉ¡¡a/(cr-tl

(2.s.r)
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The consistency of the recursive estimate in the one parameter case is shown in the

following Theorern

Theorem 2.5.1

Suppose the sequence {ïlt, t =1,2,...J is of symmetric stable random variables and the

recursive optimal estimate based on n+L observations is as given in (2.5.1). Then the

estimate in equation (2.5.1) is strongly consistent.

Proof:

The value of K¡ç1 can be obtained in the form

where fu =1 and thus the result in (2.5.1) can be written as

n+l

Kn+l =

r + r"f u{rË 
r¡P/("-rr

n+1
Ko

t4

o --a9 - t=20H*r=0õ+ n+l

rrfr"cr[,)t1/(o-rhr

fie
r + ro) tuc*_r¡t"/("-tl

t=2

n+1

=0õ
o t=2

rolruCrË 
r)t1l{"-1h,

1 + KoI u{r€_r¡P/("-ir

t=2
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where is r) = min(ø, q(o-l)), and €O = 1. Using the same argument as in Theorem

2.4.2, it follows that the second component in the denominator of equation (2.5.2)

converges to infinity and the numerator converges to zero and hence the result.
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2.6. Optimal estimation for the AR process

Consider a pth

equation

where {qr; t =1,2,..,n} is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (iid)

random variables defined in the domain of attraction of the stable law with cha¡acteristic

exponent cr and {Qi ; i=1,2,..,p} is the set of model coefficients satisfying stationarity

conditions. When ql has finite variance, the unique stationary solution of Q.6.1) is written

as

order autoregressive (AR(p)) model sarisfying

p

Ér= IOtq¡-¡*[¡, t€ í0,7,2,...1
i=1

In the case when {qt} is a sequence of iid infinite variance stable random variables,

the stationarity condition on the coefficients as well as the restriction that

the difference

oo
øS
Ç, = ÀVint-i, ì[g = l.

i=0

guarantees the existence of a unique stationary solution to the equation given in equation

(2.6.I) and this is the same solution as that in (2.6.2).

In this section, we consider the stationary AR(p) process which satisfies condition

(2.6.3). suppose the observations ((1,(2,...,€J are available from an AR(p) process {f¡}

given in (2.6.1). A common approach for the estimation of the model parameters {0i, i =

1,2, ...,p) is to minimize the sum of the squared errors, i.e., minimizethefunction

(2.6.r)

i,^y¡t*...
k=0

(2.6.2)

(2.6.3)
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This leads to the least squares estimators for the parameters. Properties of the resulting

estimates have been studied by for example Yohai and Maronna (1977) and Hannan and

Kanter (1977). They show that if the iid sequence [q¡] has an infinite variance stable

distribution with exponent s, then as r -> æ, the least squares estimate of Õ = (0t, 02, ...,

Qp)T converges almost surely.

Another procedure for estimating {Q¡ ; i=1,2,..,p} is the screened ratio estimate },(i)

(Kanter and Steiger, I974) which is def,rned from the relation

E (€n+rl[il = À(i)€n

when E Enl < "o and E (Ën+r16il = X6n almost surely.

It is to be noted that the least squares procedure is particularly appropriate for the

Gaussian case whereby the second order properties are clearly defined and is thus optimal;

by the Gauss-Markov Theorem. In the stochastic set up with finite variance such as for the

AR(p) process, the conditional least squares estimate is obtained and this, as shown in

Godambe (1985),leads to an estimating function which is inferior to the optimal estimating

function. It is thus natural to consider the extension of Godambe's ideas to the infinite

variance case. We thus apply the theory developed in the earlier sections to obtain optimal

estimates for the parameters of the AR(p) model.

Consider the AR(p) model given in (2.6.1). It is well known that when the

characteristic exponent cr of [s is greater than one, the first moments exist. The conditional

expectations for the process Et are thus obtained using the results in section 2.2 as follows.

nr
Hn(0) = .7 tEt -.L¿

¡=p+l

p

Iot€,-tl'.
i=1

(2.6.4)
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E (ErFF-il = Ër,r,-, .

i=1

This implies that the set of variables h¡ which are obtained as

ht=€t- Ër,r,-,
i=1

are 7Êro centered and mutually independent when r¡¡ is zero centred. We can thus consider a

class of vector valued unbiased estimating functions G¡ given by

n
Gn = {gn: gn = }t_rht}.

Following Theorem 2.3.1, the optimal estimating function is obtained as

o So.
8n = ,/¿at-lnt

1=p*1

(2.6.s)

where a|-r is a vector such that the ith element is given by

ul¡ = 16,-,/t1¡¡l t/(ct-t)sgn(6t-J.

This leads to the following optimal equations in the vector gf;:

n

^ EI .F ...,. .,( -P. I
sg(i) =env/ 

^k crt¡ 
t. 

- 
F_t 

- .- - 
)- 

' ¿.J'

¡=p*1
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for j = 1,2, ..,p. The estimating function vector gf = O is then solved for the parameters.

When c(t) = 1, the optimal estimates are evaluated as follows:

Let Õo = (Oi, þ1, ..., QilT ue the vector of parameters and define the transpose of

the marix ^ô,n and the vector Dn respectively as

Tf6+lono-,, Tlful,@.-Ðr.Lt)c(t)' .Ltjc(t)' 'bt-r
¡=p+l t=p*I
n

)|H, t/(a-t)Et-2

¡=p*I

and

""=[.åSr,,,'.,,.,,

The optimal estimator for the set of coefficients in Õ is then obtained as

oo = ¡\ñ1 Dn.

n

}fu,'no-,)6,-,
t=p+I

Note that when cr = 2 and c(t)=1, this reduces to the conditional least squares estimate. It is

also easy to see that when p=1, ân optimal estimate of the parameter for an AR(l) model is

obtained as

n
S1 r) llrzlv(¡¡_r),.Lt)cft\' br""'

¡=p*t

n
Sle
) lst-Plc(ct-l)

.L¿)c(t)'
¡=p*I

'åfu''n".""1'

l

n

}lE, t I c tt, ¡ 
trtcr- t )Ç,s gn(€t- r )

t=2
0o= n

)l(, /c1t¡ lq/(0-r)sgnq(,-1)
t=2
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Recursive optimal estimates

Observations obtained recursively require that estimates be based on previous

estimates and current observation. In this section, a recursive form of the optimal estimate

for the AR(l) model is established-

Suppose n observations are available from the one parÍrmeterAR process (¡. I-et the

optimal estimate of Q based on the n observations be 0f. Wtr"n rhe (n+l)th observation

becomes available, the optimal estimate based on $f, and the new observation (na1 is

evaluated as follows:

K -rF ft@-l) [Ë,,*r - Ofi€"]öf+r=8+u
I + Knl(nlo/(o-t)

where

v v í/(o-r)n
: ôg + l(nlÇnl^'\" ^/1'ln+l: vn-r 

1 a ¡ç¡6"¡ø<"-rl Q'6'8)

and

The convergence of of the recursive estimate is proved in the following Theorem.

Theorem 2.6.2

n-l
Knl = ftq,¡"/t"-t¡, în+l = Ën+r - Oi€"

i=1

Suppose the sequence {qr} is of symmetric stable random variables. Then the estimate in

(2.6.8) is strongly consisrenr.
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Proof:

The value of Knal can be written in the form

where Ko =1 and thus the result in (2.6.8) can be obtained as

n+1

rs )l(i-1tt(o-t\,
Of+r=93a :=f

n+1

I + Ke )tE¡-r¡"1t"-tlj=2 -

KoÀn+i=F
1 + Ko )tE,¡øt"-t¡

i=1

where 6o = 1. Now since l/(a-I) > cr, it follows that lÇ¡-rll/(c[-l) is in the domain of

attraction of the stable law with index cr(cr-l) and is thus bounded (I-ogan et al. 1973). V/e

also note that (¡-1 alrd qj are independent and ttrus l(¡-1ll/(a-l)nt is stable with index t) =

min(c, s(cr-1)) and by Lemma 2.4.7,

n

ti.", ^^ n-1/ó ìl[,-rlt{o-t\, = g atmosr surely.n _) oo l=Z-_

n+1

re )t(¡-1ttl(cr-1)rì¡j=2 -

F Q.6.e)

1 + Ks )tq,¡"r"-t¡
j=2

=B+
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Similarly by the same arguments, the denominator of equationQ.6.9) converges to

infinity, i.e., for 6¡-l ç k < (cr - 1)-1,

Note that if [t'tt] is not zero centered then we can use

when cr > 1.

n

-Liq n-tl*)lqr-rla/(a-1) = oo almost surelyn + oo t4,..

rli = rìt - E(nJ since E(r1) exists
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2.6.1. Simulation results

In this section, we give some results for the optimal estimates and least squares

estimates based on simulated observations from the AR(1) model. Observations for the

AR(l) model were based on infinite variance stable random variable having characteristic

exponent cr e [1.1,1.9]. The Fortran subroutine GGSTA was used to generate the stable

random variables. The first 200 observations were discarded. Values of the model

parameters 0 e (0.2,0.9) are used for samples of sizes n = 50, 150, 500 and 1000.

Estimates of the parameter were obtained as the mean of eirher 100 or 500 simulated

samples for each of the sample sizes. The simulation results are given in Tables 2.1,- 2.7.

Conclusions that emerge from these simulation results are as follows. First, it is

observed that there is convergence of both the optimal and the least squares estimate as seen

from their behavior when the sample size increases. It is also observed that optimal estimate

is most suitable when the parameter is small, cr is small and the sample size is small. The

least squares approach overestimates the parameter when cr and Q are small. For larger

values of cr, none of the methods has an advantage over the other.

The use of higher or a lower values of the exponent than the true one in the

estimation leads respectively to overestimation or underestimation of the parameter. Change

in the number of samples from 500 to 100 has no evident effect on the optimal estimates as

well as the least squares estimates. The mean square deviation of the estimates are also

given.
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Table 2.I.: Optimal and Least squares estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.1 of an AR(l)

model when the number of simulations N=100.

Optimal

Estimaæ

Alpha (a)

Least

Squares

Estimate

1.1

t.6

n=50

0.07817

(4.7638-04',)

1.1

Table 2.2: Opnmal and Least squares estimates for the paramerer 0 = 0.3 of an AR(l)

model when the number of simulations N=500.

0.r278
(7.732E-04)

1.6

n=150

0.09755

(s.999E-06)

0.1692

(4.7848-03)

Optimal

Estimate

0.0978

ø.795E-06\

0.1585

(3.421F-03\

n=500

0.09640

(1.296E-05)

0.1049

(2.3s3E-05)

Alpha (a)

r.2

0.0823

(3.131E-04)

0.1222

(4.9418-04\

n=1000

Læast

Squares

Estimate

1.4

0.09384

(3.796E-0s)

0.09643

n=50

( r.27

0.2728

0.396F-04\

0.0922

(6.0348-0s)

1.8

0.0794

Ø.2338-04\

5E-05)

0.2756

(s.9468-04)

t.2

0.09708
(8.528E-06)

n=150

0.2953

(2.251F-05\

0.3548

(3.004E-03)

0.0892

(r.r7rE-04)

r.4

0.3668

(4.4s98-03)

0.2922

(6.10s8-0s)

1.8

n=500

0.2952

(2.278F-0s)

0.3066
(4.381E-05)

0.36ss

(4.296F-03)

0.2926

(s.447F-0s\

0.3092

(8.412E-0s)

0.3493

(2.4368-03\

n=1000

0.2959

(1.680E-0s)

0.2779

(4.8s7E-04)

0.3162
(2.625E-04\

0.2970
(8.99lE-06)

0.2949

(2.565E-05)

0.3111

(1,.245F-04\

0.2942

(3.3478-0s)

0.2889

(r.2348-04\

0.2976
(5.565E-06)

0.2807

(3.706F-04)
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Q .777

0.2924

(s.798E-05)
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Table 2.3: Optimal and Least squares esrimates for the paramerer 0 = 0.6 of an AR(l)

model when the number of simulations N=500.

Optimal

Estimate

Alpha (a)

læast

1.1

Squ

1.9

ares

n=50

0.s799
(4.0s3E-04)

1.1

Table 2.4: Optimal and Least squares estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.8 of an AR(1)

model when the number of simulations N=500.

0.6307

9.4658-04\

1,.9

n=150

0.5976

(s.6s8E-06)

0.6392

(1.5388-03)

Optimal

Estimate

0.5742

(6.626F-04)

0.6309

(9.s608-04)

n=500

0.s966
(1.130E-05)

0.6053

(2.8378-0s)

Alpha (a)

1.1

0.5952

(2.3OsE-0s)

0.5749

(6.317E-04)

n=1000

Least

Squares

Estimate

r.4

0.5966

(1.114E-0s)

0.5991

n=50

(7.88

0.7746

(6.4478-04)

r.9

0.6077

(5.958E-05)

0.5967

(1.107E-05)

3E-07)

0.7608

(1.s36E-03)

1.1

0.s981

(3.s73E-06)

n=150

0.7988

(1.341E-06)

0.8205

(4.20sF-04)

r.4

0.6070

(4.897E-05)

0.8055

(3.018E-0s)

0.7934

(4.3088-0s)

1.9

n=500

0.8007

(5.42sF-05\

0.7738

(6.8s4E-04)

0.7974

(6.s68E-06)

0.8043

(r.901E-Os)

0.8039

(1.s17E-0s)

0.8245

(6.018E-04)

n=1000

0.8007

(5.629E-05)

0.80s8

(3.39sE-05)

0.7943

(3.279E-0s)

0.8070

(4.9688-0s)

0.7997
(l.107E-07)

0.7758
(5.8528-04)

0.8142

(2.026F-04\

0.7960

(1.600E-0s)

0.7983

(2.7728-06)

0.8087

(7.s07E-0s)
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Table 2.5: Optimal estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.1 of an MA(l) model when the true

value of u =L.2.

Optimal

Estimate

Alpha (ø)

t.2

Table 2.6: Optimal estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.8 of an MA(l) model when the true

value of cr =1.9.

n=50

1.5

0.0705

(8.7218-04\

n=150

0.0993

Ø.499F-07\

Optimal

Estimate

0.0952

(2.280E-0s)

Alpha (a)

0.0976

(5.733E-06)

n=500

t.2

0.0951

(2.371F-05\

Tabfe 2.7: Opnmal estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.1 of an MA(l) model when the true

value of a =1.4.

n=50

1.9

0.8136

(1.864E-04)

0.09s3

(2.164F-0s)

n=1000

0.0958

(1.7s6E-0s)

n=150

Optimal

Estimate

0.8205

(4.205F-04\

0.7846

(2.3578-04',)

0.0981

(3.408E-06)

Alpha (cr)

0.7738

(6.8s4E-04)

n=500

1.2

o.7627

(1.388E-03)

n=50

r.4

0.0524

(2.2638-03)

0.8058

(3.39sE-0s)

n=1000

0.7805

(3.813E-04)

n=150

0.0758

(s.8478-04\

0.08s8

(2.0298-04)

0.8142

(2.026E-04\

0.0911

(7.S46E-05)

n=500

0.0906

(8.868E-0s)

0.0906

(8.7288-0s)

n=1000

7T

0.0918

(6.671E-05)

0.0950

(2.482F-05\



2.7. Optimal estimation for the moving ayerage process

Let {(¡} be a moving average process of order q (MA(q)) defined by the following

difference equation

where {nr} is the innovation sequence of iid symmetric stable random variables having

characteristic exponent cr € (1,21. We assume that the process (¡ is invertible, i.e, there

exists constants ru¡ such that the MA(q) process {Ç¡} has the following representation

n,= Ën,(o)6,-i, t = 1,2,....
i=0

F_bt-

q

Ioir,-i + t1,,
i=1

The coefficients {¡ui} in the above representation can be uniquely obtained by the following

power series expansion:

t@(z¡1-r = !æ¡1e)zi
i=0

t = 1,2,3,...

where @(z) = 1+0p+0222 +.... +OqzQ =0forall z such thatlzl > 1(theinvenibility

condition holds). A set of independent random variables can thus be obtained as

h¡=Ç¡+ in,(0)8,,
i=1

(2.7.r)

Following the optimality criteria stipulated in Section 2.3, we consider the class of vector

valued unbiased estimatin g functions

n
Gn = {gn: gn = Iat-rhr}

t=k
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(for large k) from which the optimal estimating function is obtained as

n

d = )"!-,n, '
t=k

The vector EO-t ir obtained such that each component is of the form

ul-, = | " 
rcun¿rr,llEÍ-, r 

l 

"t" "rrn1, 
rrðrr/â 0Ð FF-r r )

I aispltr,lnþ-1¡ 
|

where nft\el is the derivative of æi(0) with respect to 0i. This leads to the ser of optimal

functions g16l, j = l,Z,..qwhere

= J¡!1)1e¡/c(Ðl ri(o- r) sgnqælr){0))

n

^ -fr
gÏ0) =

hll J

t=k -

The coefficients {æ¡(0), j=1,2,...,q} are then evaluated from gfl = 0. Unfortunately this is

a complicated nonlinea¡ function of 0 and it is difficult to obtain an analytical form for the

estimate of 0¡ from it . This procedure is illustrated in the following example for the MA(1)

model

Example: Optimal estimate for the MA(l) process

Consider an MA(l) process Ët grve by the equation

Ën,ce¡E,-,1],snrnjr)tell.
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with {q¡} as specified for equation (2.7.1). In this case æ¡(0) = 0i and hence

h¡=(¿+ ir,É,-,
i=1

ft
and the value for ft"_l is then obtained as

6t=0lt-t+ît

n

= lfieitE ¡-Jc(ùlrt@-l) sgn(€t-ù (for large n).
i=1

The optimal estimating function gn cân thus be written as

n

a,0_, = | )ieirg,-/clglri(o-r) s'n(6t-i)
i=1

,î = I['åt' ', t-Jc(ùttt@-r)(€t * !r,q,-¡] ,r"rq,-,,

and the optimal estimate of 0 is obtained by solving gl = O. This is relatively difficult to

solve even for i = 1,2 and thus a simpler alternative approach has to be developed for

practical purposes.

In the finite variance case, nonlinear techniques are usually used to evaluate the

coefficients of the MA(q) process. A relatively more feasible approach for the infinite

variance setting is proposed for the MA(q) process based on the following steps:

Step 1: Evaluate the least squares estimate ÊtG) of Ç¡ from the set of observations f 1, (2,

.., €n as a preliminary value. This is achieved by first obtaining the yule walker estimate for

0 = (0t, 02, ...,0q) and then substituting it into the model equation to obtain
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Step 2: Use the result in step 1 to obtain the preliminary innovations recursively as

flr6) = 6t - €t0-) , where îo = 0.

Step 3: Evaluate the optimal estimates of the parameter 0 by letting

hr=6t- É,e,r1,-,O1.
i=1

This leads to the optimal estimating function vector

n

sl = I",o-,n,
¡=qf I

where the vector urO-, ttur components given by

Êff) = Ë6",-,.
i=l

Iæt the ij component of the matrix Bn be

ul-¡ = ûçiG-))/c(t)lrl(o-r) sgnffi¡-¡(L)) and i = 1,2,....,e.

and suppose the vector D¡ is given by

nlt
"" 

= 
[,,åþprtr(a-r).r,,åWrr{ø-r)E,,.',¿Wt'r<*')Éd-]
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The optimal esúmator for the set of coefficients in <Þ is then obtained using Lemma 2.4.1as

Note ttrat when d,=2 and c(t)=1, this reduces to the conditional least squares estimate. It is

also easy to see that when e=l, an optimal estimate of the parameter for an MA(1) model is

obtained as

@o = Bñl Dn.

Step 4: Using the optimal

fl¡(o) of (¡ as

n

I lfi r- r G-l/r1r¡ | 
t/("-t)q,ren(fi 

r-r É))
t=2

6o=
n

Icttl lâ t- r <L)/ç 1¡¡ I 
a/(cr- t I

t=2

This is then used to obtain the optimal estimate of the innovations {rl¡ t = 1,2,.., n} as

û(o) = Ér - Êrtol. Step 3 is then repeated using f¡1o) anO a more refined esrimate of @ is

estimate @o obtained in Step 3, evaluate the optimal estimate

obtained.

(2.6.6)

Êt(o) = tqftiG)
i=1
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Simulation results

The following results based on the steps outlined above were obtained by

simulating values for the MA(1) process using the Fortran subroutine GGSTA for different

values of the parameter 0. Each estimate was obtained as a mean value based on 500

samples of size 50, 150, 500 and 1000. The first 200 values in the simulation were deleted.

Results were similarly obtained for different values of the exponent a and these are gtven

in Tables 2.8 - 2.L0.

The superiority of the optimal estimate over the least squares estimate is quite

evident particularly for high values of 0 and for low sample sizes. Convergence of the least

squares estimate is very slow especially when 0 is large.

When the value of the index cr is incorrectly specified at the estimation stage, the

parÍLmeter is either overestimated or underestimated by the optimal estimate depending on

whether the incorrect ct is respectively higher or lower than the true cr. This is shown in

Tables 2.1,1, - 2.13 when 0 = 0.1. 0.5 and 0.8.
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Table 2.8: Optimal and Least squares estimates for the par¿Lmeter 0 = 0.2 of an MA(l)

Optimal

Estimate

model when number of samples N=500.

Alpha (cr)

wnen nu

1.1

Least

Squares

Estimate

1.4

n=50

0.1848

(2.309F-04\

1.8

0.1862

(1.902E-04)

1.1

n=150

0.1975

(5.996E-06)

0.2855

(7.308E-03)

r.4

Table 2.9: Optimal and Least squares estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.5 of an MA(l)

0.1915

(7.2648-0s)

0.2549

(3.012E-03)

1.8

n=500

a

0.r964
(1.260E-0s)

0.2211

Ø.4728-04\

0.2557

(3.113E-03)

Optimal

Estimate

model

0.1907
(8.669E-05)

0.1975

(6.361E-06)

0.2382
(1.4s9E-03)

n=1000

Alpha (a)

0.196s

(1.240E-05)

0.1788

(4.4748-04\

0.2101

(1.030E-04)

t.2

0.1886
(1.304E-04)

0.1950

(2.s00E-05)

0.2095

(9.01sE-0s)

Least

Squares

Estimate

1.5

n=50

0.1887

(1.2808-04)

0.1810

(3.6188-04)

0.4788

@.4758-04\

1.8

0.r913
(7.489E-0s)

0.r749
(6.302E-04)

0.5243

(s.887E-04)

1.2

n=150

0.1,877

(1.516E-04)

0.4957

Q.034F-05\

0.5898

(8.059E-03)

1.5

0.1845

(2.4138-04)

0.4937

(3.965E-0s)

0.4475

(3.04sE-03)

1.8

n=500

0.496r
(r.ss1E-0s)

0.5229

(5.260E-04)

0.4s01

(2.48sE-03)

0.4884
(l.340E-04)

0.4090
(8.2808-03)

0.4572

(r.8278-03)

n=1000

0.4967

(1.060E-05)

0.4223

(6.031E-03)

0.4807

(3.736F-04\

0.4952

(2.278F-0s)

0.4013

(9.749F-03\

0.4238

(5.800E-03)

0.4903

(9.366E-0s)

0.3953

(1.096E-02)
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0.394r
(r.r20F-02)

0.4014
(9.703E-03)

0.4026
(9.483E-03)



Table 2.10: Optimal and Least squares estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.8 of an MA(l)

model.

Optimal

Estimate

Alpha (c)

1.1

Least

Squares

Estimate

1.5

n=50

0.7581

(1.7ssE-03)

r.9

0.7688

(9.738E-04)

1.1

n=150

0.8045

(1.996E-0s)

0.7992
(6.81sE-07)

1.5

Table 2.11: Optimal estimates for the parameter Q = 0.2 of an MA(l) model when the

true value of cr =1.6.

0.7815

(3.410E-04)

0.5205

(0.0781)

1.9

n=500

0.800s

(2.8418-07)

0.7532

(2.1818-03)

0.s313

(0.0722\

Optimal

Estimate

0.7840

Q.5708-04\

0.4933

0.5593

(0.0579)

n=1000

(0.0940

0.8006

ß.1,978-07\

0.7285

(s.10sE-03)

0.s092

(0.084s)

Alpha (a)

)

t.3

0.7886

(1.288E-04)

0.493r

0.5080

(0.0852)

(0. 0942

0.7303

0.4883

(0.0972)

n=50

1.6

(

)

4.85

0.1559

(r.9478-03\

0.4933

(0.0941)

0.4958

(0.0925)

2E-03\

r.9

0.493r
(0.0942\

n=150

0.2562

(3.1s8E-03)

0.r770

(5.274F-04\

0.4994

(0.0e03)

0.2898

(8.071E-03)

n=500

0.2019

(3.471F-06)

0.1832

(2.819E-04)

0.2229

(5.246F-04\

n=1000

0.1825

(3.057E-04)

0.1883

(1.363E-04)

0.1803

(3.860E-04)

0.1917

(6.818E-05)
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Table 2.12: Opnmal estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.5 of an MA(l) model when the

true value of cr =1.5.

Optimal

Estimate

Alpha (o)

1.1

n=50

1.5

0.4607

(1.5478-03\

Table 2.13: optimal estimates for the parameter 0 = 0.8 of an MA(l) model when

the true value of cr =1.4.

1.9

n=150

0.5243

(s.887E-04)

0.4742

(6.628E-04)

0.5927

(8.s99E-03)

n=500

0.4937

(3.96sF-04\

Optimal

Estimate

0.4891

(1.182E-04)

Alpha (ø)

0.5208

Ø.3M8-04\

0.4884

(1.3408-04)

n=1000

1.1

0.4892

(1.163E-04)

0.4837

(2.6s0E-04)

n=50

1.4

0.4952

Q.278F-0s\

0.7306

(4.818E-03)

1.8

0.4915

(7.r528-05',)

n=150

0.7507

Q.43rE-03\

0.7884

(1.3418-04)

0.8051

(2.5968-05\

n=500

0.7896

(1.069E-04)

0.799r

(7.214E-07)

0.7830

(2.87sF-04)

n=1000

0.7932

(4.s428-0s)

0.7992

(6.078E-07)

0.7637

û.314E-03)

0.7970

(8.6878-06)

0.7640

(r.29sE-03\
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2.8. Optimal estimates for the ARMA process

Consider the process {Ët} from the autoregressive moving average process

(ARMA(p,q) ) satisfying the difference equation

O(B)6' = @(Bht

where Õ@) and @(B) are the autoregressive and moving average operators satisfying the

stationarity and invertibility conditions respectively while {nt} is a sequence of iid

symmetric stable random variables. Under these conditions, the process (¡ has the moving

average and the autoregressive representations respectively as

where {V¡(0,0)} and {7rk(0,0)} are the coefficients generated from the power series

expansion of @(B)/O(B) and O(B)/@(B) respectively. A unique stationary solution to the

ARMA process is obtained as in equation (2.8.1).

When q¡ has finite variance, the paftrmeter estimates for the ARMAþ,Ð model are

usually obtained using nonlinear techniques or by solving the Yule-V/alker equations. For

the infinite va¡iance case, we consider estimating the model parameters using an optimal

estimating function. The sequence of independent random variables h¡ can now be obtained

AS

hr=6r- in,,r,rr[,,
i=1

8l

€r = Lv:(o,o)rìt-j
j=0

E,= innlo,o)E,-r+r1t
k=l

(2.8.1)

(2.8.2)



Let p = (Ft, Þ2, ..Êp*q) be the set of parameters. In the class G of estimating functions, the

optimal estimate of the vector a¡-1 has components

uf_, = lntl){Þ)/c(t)l rlt"-r) ren(nÍl)(Þ))

where æi(O,O) is written for simplicity as æi(Þ) and nÍt)<Pl is the derivative of æ¡(p) with

respect to B¡. This leads to ttre f optimal estimating function vector Sl wittr components

n

e9(i) = t [,n1',,u,rr1etr/(a-r)1(, +#
where i = 1, 2, ..., p*9.

ft
Solving gä = 0 for the parameters leads to the optimal estimates of {0i} and {Q¡}

being obtained. As in the moving average case, this is difficult to solve because of the

nonlinearity of the model coefficients in æ(p). An altemative procedure would be to follow

the steps outlined in Section 2.7.In Step 4, @o is now replaced by the optimal estimate of

p which is a function of 0 and Q.

Ën,(F)É,-r] ,e"rn[u6¡¡ (2.8.4)
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3.1. Introduction

3. ESTIMATION OF MISSING OBSERVATIONS

Irregularly observed data arises quite often in time series and this is partly due to

errors in data collection or because of misplaced data. In the case of finite variance

sequences, irregularities could also arise as a result of deleted values which in most cases

are outliers. This is not the case when analysing infinite variance time series since they are

necessarily characterized by bursts of outlying observations. The presence of iregularities

in observations usually leads to inaccuracies when analysing the data using procedures

tailored for regularly observed data. The need for accurate estimation of missing values in

irregularly observed time series is thus a necessity and this has led to a growing number of

techniques for the estimation of missing values for linear as well as nonlinear processes

(Brockwell and Davis, 1987; Miller and Ferreiro, 7984; Abraham and Thavaneswaran,

1991). The diversity of the studies in Parzen (1984) point to some of the problems

associated with irregular observations. The technique developed by Pourahmadi (1989)

also provides an alternative approach by which one can obtain estimates of missing values.

One method in the literature on estimation of missing values assumes that the

missing values are parameters and uses the least squares criteria to obtain estimates for

them. A second method is based on the assumption that the missing values are random

variables and the estimates are then obtained by prediction algorithms (See Abraham and

Thavaneswaran, 1991). The analysis of processes with infinite variance has been receiving

a lot of attention as situations which are more adequately represented by such processes are

recognized. For time series having infinite variance stable errors, neithe¡ the least squares
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method nor the prediction algorithm may be appropriate to estimate missing values. From

the cu¡rent literature, the estimation of missing values has unfortunately been restricted to

processes with finite variance except in cases where general formulations that might not be

of much practical use have been given (Pourahmadi, 1984). There is thus the need to

establish approaches (which are optimal in some sense) that lead to simple analytical

representations for estimating missing values for the infinite variance case.

In this chapter, estimates of missing observations are obtained when the process is

driven by symmetric stable innovations having characteristic exponent a (1 < G < 2) are

obtained. This is achieved using three possible techniques. First, we consider the missing

value as a parameter and apply the optimality criterion for infinite va¡iance stable processes

developed in chapter two to estimate the missing values. This is discussed in Section 3.2.

By making use of a projection theorem in the LX metric, a modif,red interpolation technique

is attained and this is also used to obtain linear estimates of missing values in Section 3.3.

A third estimation technique is discussed in Section 3.4 where a simple dispersion

minimization procedure which is an analogue of the variance minimization leads to possible

estimates of the missing values. This is based on the well known fact that the dispersion is

proportional to the 1,ü norm (0 < l, < ø) of the LÀ space and thus by minimizing the f,th

nonn and considering the missing values as parameters, we obtain their estimates. In this

final missing value estimation technique, two separate cases (À > 1 or î, < l) are

considered.
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3.2. Optimal estimation of missing observations

Among the procedures utilized for the estimation of missing values, treament of

missing observations as parameters was initially studied by Ferreiro (1987) in the context

of linear models for the finite variance case. This was later extended to nonlinear models by

Abraham and Thavaneswaran (1991). The case of missing observations for infînite

variance time series models was recently studied by Thavaneswaran and Thompson (1991)

by considering the missing value as a random variable and evaluating the conditional

expectations.

In this Section, we consider the missing observation as a parameter and by making

use of the optimality criterion for infinite variance stable processes, an optimal estimate of

the missing value in the minimum dispersion sense is obtained. Illustrations from linear

time series models are given. First, some results discussed in chapter two are recalled. It

was shown that the optimal estimate of the parameter 0 is obtained by solving

n

where {hs} is a sequence of innovations of the form

9
hr=€t-f(e,F?_l))

ô
while {_t ir given by

Iuro-rh, = o
t=l

fto_ r = 
| 

E r (a h /ae) LFF- 1 I 
l 

"t"- "rrn,, 
t1arr¿ael FÍ_ r I l.

I displtr,lnf-1¡ 
|

(3.2.r)
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This implies that when the missing observation (,¡, denoted by Þrn is ro be oprimally

estimated, it should similarly satisfy (3.2.1). This is illusrrated using examples forthe

single missing value as well as for two missing values where we now consider a¡-1 and h¡

as a function of p¡¡ and fF-r. We also let c(t) = I for simpliciry.

Single missing value

Example 3.2.1: AR(l) model

Consider the AR(l) model given by €t = $Et-r + t'l¡ where Q is the model paramerer

and It is symmetric stable and having scale parameter c(t) = 1. Suppose that from a set of n

possible observations {€t, Ez, ..., Ë*, ...,€n}, the mth value (m < n) is missing. Denoting

it as the parameter Þ*, it is clear that hr = €t - 0É,-r and thus to_l = 1 - þ11/(o-l). Thus the

optimal estimate of Þ* is obtained from (3.2.1) by solving

(Êm - Q€*_r) - l0ll/(cr-l)(Ëm+r - qFJ = 0.

This leads to the estimate

This reduces to a well known result for the finite variance case when g = 2.

Example 3.2.22 AR(2) model

ßo='m

suppose that the process (¡ is given by the difference equation Ét = 0tBt-r + þzEt_z + \t
where 0t and Qz a¡e the model parameters and rlt is as in example 3.2.1. From a set of n
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possible observations {Et, 42, ...,8., ...,€n}, we suppose that the mth value (m < n) is

missing and denoting it as the parameter B*. Its optimal estimate is similarly obtained by

solving

(F* - 0rÉ* t - QzE^-ù - lQ1l1/(ct-1)(6m+r - 0rÊ* - QzE*-r)

This leads to the following solution for B*:

Êfl = tt r + þ I tcl(cr- 1) + tQ2tcr'(o- t))l- I 
[OzÉ^-z + (0r - Q2tQ 1 | 

1/(cr-1))É.-,

- lQ2lr/(a-l)(Em+z- 0r€**r - qzÊJ = 0.

The case when a,=Zleads to the estimated value as

+(lQ I | 
l/(cr- I ) - q 

1 
q2t t/(o- I ))€m+l - tQ2t l/(cr- 1) E^*zl.

A nonparametric approach of taking the average of Ëm-t md 6m+t would lead to an

estimate having a higher variance than the optimal estimate since it is not based on

minimizing the scale parameter.
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Two missing values

Example 3.2.3: AR(l) model

The AR(l) model given by €r = Q[r-r + fl¿ as in example 3.2.1is considered. It is similarly

assumed that from a set of n possible observations {€t, E2,..., Érn,...,€,n*¡,...,(n}, the

múvalueandthe(m+lkl¡th(wherelkl>1and0<m+lkl<n)valuesaremissing.These

a¡e denoted as the parameters Fm and þm+kt. V/hen lkl =1, this reduces to the case of two

consecutive values. For the above AR(l) model, we suppose that k=land thus the

observations Ë* md Ëm+t are missing. Using the optimality criterion as in the previous

examples, the missing values are obtained by solving the following equations

simultaneously:

(Frn - 0É*-r) - þll/(o-l)(Em+r - qFJ = 0

(Êm+r - QPJ - lqtt/(ct-t)11m+z- QÊ,,'*r) = 0

The optimal estimates of P; and Fl*r are then evaluated from the following equarion:

ßo

ÞI*, ]= 
,,, + lqld(o-l) ¡2 - yç¡Qa-t)/(a-r)1-1

and the optimal estimates are obtained as

[1 + tqta/(o-ti þtû/(o-l) lf 0€._r I
L 0 1+toto/(o-t)J[¡g¡t/(a-t)E^+z)
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When lkl> 2, this leads to nonconsecutive missing values which are estimated in a similar

way to the single missing value case.

Fl*r =
Q2E^t + ( 1 + lqlo/(d- l))tq 1U@-r)l^*,

[( 1 + l0lo/(u'r)¡2 - lþl(2d.-r)l(cr-1)]
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3.3. Linear estimation of missing values

In this Section, we start by recalling some of the results on the Wold and predictive

decompositions of infinite variance stable processes. This is then followed by the

development of linear estimation technique of missing observations.

Decomposition of stochastic processes

The concept of decomposition of stationary processes can be discussed in the

context of the Wold and predictive decompositions. Such decompositions are easily

developed for second order stationary processes using the orthogonality property of the

innovation sequence (See for example Chapter 5 of Brockwell and Davis, 1987). The

infinite variance processes on the other hand do not have the orthogonality property for the

innovation sequence but by ascribing independence and finiteness of the pth mean,

Cambanis et al. (1988) established an analoque of the Wold decomposition while Miamee

and Pourahmadi (1988) discussed the v/old and predictive decompositions.

Consider the stationary symmetric stable process {Ër : t = 0,1.,2,..1defined on the

probability space (Q,S,P) and driven by a sequence of iid stable random variables {r1¡}

having characteristic index o (1 < a<2) and constant scale parameter which for simplicity

we can assume is one. Suppose St = sÞ {€r: s < t} is a closed subspace in the norm of

Lct(O,S,P). If the stationary process {€t} is nondeterministic, then by the Wold

decomposition Theorem, every such process can be decomposed as

where the scale parameter (dispersion) of €t converges, i.e.,
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The process W¡ is stationary and contained in the St. A simple proof for this result is given

in Theorem 5.2 of Miamee and Pourahmadi (1988).

In the forecasting case, it is well known that if S¡ is defined in the Hilbert space

where u. =2, then for h > 1, the h-steps ahead linear forecast €t+n based on the past values

{Et,€çr, Eç2,...,6r} is the orthogonal projection of Ç¡a¡ onto the subspace S¡such that

the error variance E(6t+n - Ê,*r,)2 is a minimum. In the case of infinite variance stable

processes having exponent a e (0,2), a unique projection can similarly be defined (See

Cline and Brockwell, 1985). From the decomposition given in (3.3.1), the future value

Ét+n based on the infinite past is obtained as

h-l oo

É,*n = Wt+n * IÞtq,*n-t * IFitl,*n-i.i=0 i=h

)clBilc < "".
i=0

Using this innovation representation, the projection of (¡af¡ over the space Ss is evaluated

as

where Wç¡ is a function of {Ër, 6t-t, ...}. The forecast error is thus given by

h-1

€r+r - Êt+n = IÊtt1,*n-t.
i=0

PS,(Ë,*IJ = Ê,*n = wt+h * IÊ,n,*n-,
i=h

9l

(3.3.2)

(3.3.3)



An alternative representation of equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3) as functions of the

observations is given by Cline and Brockwell (1985). The corresponding forecast error

dispersion is thus evaluated as

Suppose now that {Et} is an ARMA(p,q) process given by the equation

O(B)Ë, = @(B)rlt

h-1

disp((¡*¡ - Ê,*Ð = IctB¡ta.
t=0

where O(B) and @(B) a¡e the autoregressive (AR) and the moving average (MA) operators

satisfying the stationarity and invertibility conditions. The sequence {qr} is of independent

nonstationary stable random variables with characteristic exponent u e (0,2).It is evident

that under these conditions, the process (¡ admits a moving average representation and a

subsequent V/old decomposition as in (3.3.1).

Linear interpolation and estimation of missing values

Suppose we have one value (n missing out of a set of an a¡bitra¡ily large number of

possible observations n generated from an ARMA process (¡ as given in the previous

section. Let the subspace Sår be the allowable space of linea¡ estimators of Ë* based on the

observed values (Ë,, Eur, ..,€-+1, €rn-r,..,€t.) i.e., Sfi = sÞ {€t: t S n, t + m} where the
I

sample size n is assumed large. The projection of (* onto Så (denoted flT¡ such that rhe
È)¡¡

d.ispersion of the error of the estimate (which we write as disp((n, - fltll is a minimum

would thus simply be the minimum dispersion linear interpolator. Direct computation of the

projection of E-onto Sfi is complicated since the subspaces S1 = sp{€-_r, €*_2, ...} and

SÄ are not independent of each other. We thus consider evaluating the projection onto two
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disjoint subspaces of Sfi. To achieve this, we express Så as a direct sum of the subspace

51 and another subspace, say S* , such that Sfi = Sr @ S* . A possible subspace is S*

=sp{€i - Êi : i > m+l} where Ê¡ is based on the values {6*-r, E^-2, ...}.ffre existence of

the subspaces 51 and S* is shown in the following Lemma.

Lemma 3.3.1

Suppose {€,} is a nondeterministic stationary process defined on the probability

space (Q,B,P). Then the subspaces 51 and S* defîned in the nonn of the Ls as above are

such that Så = Sr @ S*.

Proof:

Suppose €-= Så , then (* can be represented as

where Z e Sy Clearly, the two components on the right hand side of the equality in

(3.3.4) are disjoint and independent and hence the result.

The best linear estimator of f. can now be evaluated as the projection onto the two

subspaces Si and S* such that

n

E*=Z+ Iut6, =(Z+
i=m+1

fu¡{,¡* Lut(Éi-4i)i=m*l i=m*l

is minimized, i.e.,

disp((- - 
"åi)

Ç=nli=nh.*=S**nk.

(3.3.4)
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Note here that if we restrict the characteristic exponent to the case where G >1, it clearly

implies that

(See Cambanis and Miller, 1981). A problem that now arises is how to evaluate the

projection represented by the second component in (3.3.5). This can be represented as

nB- = E(€*l Em-r, Em-2, ...-),

where the coefficients

estimate is minimized.

we obtain

{:

n

= {, Luu(Eu - {*l , disp(€'' {t ) is a minimum}
k=m+1

{a¡: k > m+l} are estimated

This is achieved as follows.

The resulting error for the estimate is evaluated as

n

€ä'= Ê,n * IuncÉn - 4Ð.
k=m*1

such that the error dispersion of the

Using equations (3.3.5) and (3.3.6),

Suppose that the scale parameter of r11 denoted as disp(q) = c for all t e T. Then

we can derive the dispersion of the error of the estimate. V/e stafi by defining an

approximate value for the joint dispersion (codispersion) function which is the analog of

the covariance function in the finite va¡iance case.

€*-q;=(6*-êo-

(3.3.6)

n

Iunt6u - 4ù.
k=m+1

(3.3.7)
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Let X and Y be two dependent symmetric stable random variables with

characteristic index o > 0. In analogy with finite variance case where the covariance

between two variable X and Y is given by

1

Cov(X,Y) = i [Var(X + Y) - Var(Ð - Var(Y)],

we define an approximate value for the codispersion between X and Y in the case of infinite

variance processes as

codisp (X,Y) = [disp(X+Y) - disp(X) - disp(Y)]/cr.

This approximation of the codispersion is utilized in the interpolation procedure for

estimating missing observations.

In the following Theorem, minimum dispersion estimates of the coefficients {at} in

(3.3.S) are obtained by assuming that the forecast $n is based on the infinite past and n is

large so that the resulting estimates are optimal in the minimum dispersion sense.

Theorem 3.3.1

Let the innovation qå = €* - €; b. as given in (3.3.8) where €i is basea on an infinite

past. The minimum dispersion estimate of a¡ is then obtained as
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.n= gn(Fr-J if 1< a<2

I E'pt," + tB¡-¡¡tGl tp*-n ¡al(a-t)
li=o I

n k-m

=-1 if -c
k=m+li{

n k-m

= Q if -" ) IrB,r" - "{ 
rr - Þr-,,,ro -rFr-*r" }

k=m+l i=0

where Êt-'n is the coefficient on 11¡ in the summation

h-1

IFtnu-t.
i=0

Proof.

Using (3.3.3), we can write (3.3.8) as

where h = k+l-m. Evaluating the dispersion of errorgiven in (3.3.10) leads to

>-1 and 0<g<1

(3.3.e)

q* - * = (€," - ilr - -åf[,ä,n-,]

disp(ç," - Eåt =, * r. f, lr.,"f lp,,"l - .o*rp { É,,' - Ê* ,
k=m+l L i=0 I

n k-m

= c + c L lunt" ItB,l" - 
"{ 

lf + a¡B¡-¡1lq -la¡B¡-,r,lo -1}
k=m+l i=0
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The above dispersion is convex for ø e (1,2) and thus by differentiating (3.3.11) with

respect to â¡, sotting the derivative to zero and solving leads to the result when | < a < 2.

The case when 0 < cr < L results by observing possible values of the dispersion in (3.3.11)

and in this case âk = o leads to the minimum.

Colorrary:

Suppose the conditions of theorem 3.3.1 are satisfied. Then the minimum

dispersion estimate of (* is obtained as

ç* A
Ç- = Çm+

n

k=m+l

n

=Ê,n+ irg--Êo o* Ë lu,'"-"{rr - Fr-*to-tÊr--to} .-r and 0<s<1
k=m+l k=m+l i=0

n k-m

=Ê* if-c
k=m+l i=O

(3.3.12)

This result simply follows by substituting (3.3.9) into (3.3.7).

I LrÞtr" + lB¡-6lql tB¡-*¡cl(cr-l)
li=o I

lBn-*¡1i(a-t) (qu-6ì)ir1<a<2
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Applications

Consider the following ARþ) process (¡ given by the equation

where O(B) is the AR operator satisfying stationarity conditions. The sequence {q¡} is of

i.i.d stable random variables having characteristic exponent G (c[ e (0,2)). Under these

conditions, the above model can be written as a moving average process, i.e.,

€r= [O(B)]-lnr= {1

Õ(B)€r = r1t

Thus to evaluate a¡ in (3.3.9), we need to note that values of p¡ are obtained from (3.3.14)

as follows

+(Qr+Qz

p*(I
Þj

+....+ $o)B

ppl
Io'0.¡ * Io?)sz+...fntj=l j=l )

Þ0 = 1, Þr = Qr + Q2 +....+ Qo ,

ppp
Êz=I loto:* I,o?

Þj j=1 j=l

(3.3.13)

and then substituting these into (3 .3.12) leads to the required estimate of the missing value.

(3.3.r4)
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Example 3.1: AR(l) model

When [,¡ is generated by an AR(1) process

satisfying conditions as

representation as

€t=0Érr+ît

for the process in (3.3.13) and having the moving average

Ét = It + Qlt_r + 02ît_z +.....

Estimates of a¡ are obtained by noting that in equation (3.3.11), Þn = Qk and then

substituting this into equation (3.2.9). Similarly using equation (3.3.12), the esúmate of

the missing value is obtained as

Clearly the best linea¡ predictor of the missing value is obtained as

Ê^ = 06rn-r'

Eå = QE,"-t + l/(o-1)
tl

lr + tqt0 + lQlol lqlct/(c-l)

lolz(0-l)

t0tl/(c[-1)

lr * tqt" + l02ld + tqz¡al

(Ém+t - 02€*-r)

lr+tqr"+tqt'l

* 'o'"(o-t)"' "li(cr-l) -----tm+2 '

- to2td/(s-l)

lr*rqr"+lQ2¡a+lQz¡cl

Em+z- Q3€r-r) +...

- lols/(c[-l)
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when the index a,=2, the above estimator simplifies to the forrn

Ç=Q**-r-#,,(€*+r-02€*-r)-*fu(E^*z-036--r)+..

- þ ,, .,.t-F
= l- þ, 

(Çm+t + Ç--r)'

This is a well known result which is a truncated form of the general result obtained here.

Example 3.2: AR(2) model

When P=2 in equation (3.3.13), we have an AR(2) process. The result in (3.3.12) thus

simplifies to the form

Éå=016,n-t+Qzï^-z

* lotltlït) 
=., F(€m+r-Qr(orË*-i+Þ28^-z)

It + lq1l0+lQlldl -lqllc/(o-l)

l0z+0ït/(a-ti

I ^ ^,1/(o-l) lï^*z-Q?<Or€*t+þzE^-z)

I 
t+tq1to+tq 2+þltd+tþ2*OT"l -tçe+qflcr/(cr-tl

Again it is of interest to note that when u"=2, the above result simplifies to the form

- z0r0r€,,,-, - q1í^-zl * ...
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In the case of a moving average process, Þt = 0t. Using the autoregressive

representation, the future values are evaluated in a similar way as for the AR process and

the values of the missing value estimates follow.

Two missing values

In this Section, we consider the situation where two consecutive observations are

missing. The case of nonconsecutive missing values follows easily from the previous

results and so we do not discuss it here.

Suppose two consecutive values (¡ and Ët*t at" missing. Lemma 3.3.1 would still

be valid although now we could use a vector form such that €,n = (fu,€t+t)T while the

matrix

as=l-ak o l- L 0 at+r-l

and HT is the row vector of H. V/e can thus write equation (3.3.7) as

The innovation for the missing value given in (3.3.8) would now be a column vecror

n

qå = Ë* * Iu,tq, - 4l (3.3.15)
s=k+2

n

6*- Ç=E*-4,"- I",tÉ, - 4l
s=k+2
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where q, - q is also a column vector.

Theorem 3.3.2

The estimate of a, obtained by minimizing the dispersion of (3.3.16) is

ar = I gn(Þr-r)

là'Ut'" 
+ lBs-¡lsl lB,-u¡o/(ct-t)

n s-k

=-I if -. I I tp,t"-c{rr - Ê,_rto-tp,_rto}._r and 0<cr<1
s=k+2 i=0

n s-k

=g if -. L Ilp,l"-c{ff -F._rto-tp,_rto} r-f and 0<c<1
k=m+l i=0

(3.3.17)

where Iis a2x2 identity matrix and 0 is a zero matrix. Ft-* is as in Theorem 3.3.1.

Proof.

Using (3.3.15), we can write (3.3.16) as

Evaluating the dispersion of (3.3.16) leads to

ç ç* ,ç e^.

Çm-Çn.,=(Ç*-Ç-)-
nS

,å;',!f,n'***'

t02



n s-k n s-k

disp(€*- *)=. *. ) ta,t")tB¡t" - codisp{(6--€;), I ",LFiq,-i}s=k+2 i=0 s=k+2 i=0

=C*C i,",,"fs=k+2 i=0

ra,ro = ['ï'"where

c = (c, c)T and Im+h-i is a column vector.

The above dispersion is convex for cr e (1,2) and thus by differentiating (3.3.18) with

respect to ar, setting the differential to zero ans solving, we obtain

la,la-t È,P,," - Þs-r.|1 + asBs-¡ls-l - laslcr-llps-¡lc = 0
i=0

lB¡lG - c { lr * asps-rlo -tasps-¡t" -t }

o l,
la¡*1101

where I is similarly a2x2 identity matrix. The result then easily follows. The case when 0

q ot < 1 follows by examining possible values of the dispersion in (3.3.18).

Corollary 3.3.2

Let the estimate of the missing value be as given in (3.3.15). The minimum dispersion

estimate of Érn is obtained as

(3.3.18)
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q;=e,'.{
n

T
n

=Ê*+ irqoÊut o-. È f,u,,"-c{tr -Ê,-rto-tp,-rto}.-1 and 0<s<1

s=k+2

s=k+2

n s-k

=ê* if -c ) Itptl"-c{f r - Ê,-rlo-lÊ,-rlo} t-l and 04ç¿(1and0<cr<t
s=k+2 i=0

(3.3.1e)

where 1 = 11,1)T and I is a2x2 identity matrix.

This result follows when (3.3.L7) is substituted into (3.3.15).

s=k+2 i=O

I
(€,-4) [ ir t< u.32

r

)

Example 3.3

Consider the AR(l) process (¡ such that

satisfies the conditions for the process in (3.2.13)

representation

Ét=Q6çr+rlt

€t = rlr + 04,-r + 02îr-z +.....

and has the moving average
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Suppose for a given set of observations, two consecutive values €r, 6r*r are missing. The

minimum dispersion estimates for the missing values would be obtained from equations

(3.3.17) and (3.3.19) by again noting that in this case, Fi = 0.

,* -l QÉt-r 
'l

t- - 
L Q2€r-rJ

u(a_r
tl
l1+löto+tötol
l'rl

When s,=2, the above result simplifies to

,. -l oÉr-r I
'* - L o2Ér-rl

tolz/(ct-ti t6r*s - qaqr-rl,

, ,m"Ð----ll €k*g - 05€r_rj* 
"'

| 
1+4t0+tqzl0+tqzt"l

EY*z' 03Ët-rl
Et *z - 0a*t-rj

* û f€r*z-038k-rl* 0+ [€r*r-Oa€r-rl-'t + 02 + 04LEn*r-QaEr-J*1 + 02 + 04 + 06Lq**r-05Ër-,.1* 
"'

- lqz¡oi(o-t)

O [QEo*z + (t + Q)Er-rl
=1 + 02 + 04L Qqo*r + qËt-r l

Generalization to more than two consecutive missing values would follow from the

above results although this would get be more complicated as the number of parameters

increase.
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3.4. Least lambda estimates

Consider the following AR(p) process

Õ(B)€t = rìt

where Õ(B) is the AR operator satisfying stationarity conditions and the sequence {r1,} is a

sequence of i.i.d zero centered random variables with common variance a2. A coÍtmon

procedure for the estimation of the paftrmeters 0i, i = 1,2, ..,p is to minimize the function

which leads to the least squares estimates for the parameters. An alternative procedure is

based on minimizing

n

en(o)=I,r,
t=2

This leads to the least absolute deviation estimates. When estimating missing observations,

the above functions gn(O) and S¡(Q) are minimized when the missing value is considered as

a parameter. In this section, a more general function f¡(.) which includes gn(Q) and Sn(4)

as special cases is minimized. Such a function can be written as

p
- IoiÉr-ilz

i=1

n

sn(o)=X'r,
t=2

p
- IoiË,-il .

i=1

f"(B,q)

n

:t.Tron.k'"
t=2

- Ër,r,,lt
i=1
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where 0 < î, < cr and u e (0,21.

Consider a stationary process {(¡} which is driven by symmetric stable innovations

{q¡} and is defined on the probability space (ç¿,S,P). Let the innovation sequence {q1}

consist of i.i.d stable random variables with a common cha¡acteristic exponent a. Suppose

that Ç¡ is an AR(p) process. Then it is well known that the function f"(p,Ë) given in

equation (3.4.I) converges to

p

El€, - lo,€,-,1À,
i=1

which is the dispersion of the process. This is a widely applied resulr particularly when (¡

is defined in the Hiben space and extension to the LI space À e (0,2) follows by use of the

egordic Theorem.

Single Missing Value

consider the the series {(, t=1,2,.,m,..n} such that the mü observation

n) is not observed. suppose that Ç¿ is a pttt order autoregressive given by

p

É,= IQtEt-i*îr
i=1

where {q,} is the sequence of independent zero centered symmeric stable random variables

with common characteristic exponent cl (0 < o < 2) and the model parameters {$¡, i = 1,2,

.., p) are assumed to be known and satisfy the stationarity conditions.

V/e aim to estimate the missing value Þ = €,'' by minimizing the dispersion of the

innovation sequence with respect to B. This is achieved by minimizing the 1,ú norm of this

sequence. Let the function f"(P,6) be defined as above. V/e consider the unobserved value

r07

(1 <m<

(3.4.2)



(- as the par¿rmeter Ê and aim to minimize the above function with respect to the unknown

parameter p.

Two cases arise when fn(F,€) is minimized depending on the value of the

characteristic exponenr The fwo cases are considered separately.

Case L: (1 < î, < 2)

Here, fn(F, €) which we simply write as fn(B) is convex in p so the optimal value

of p is obtained by solving tf )tP, 
€) = o where f{l)(.) is the derivative of f(.) with respect

to the first argument. This leads to the function

To evaluate the estimate of B when p > 1 requires the use of minimization sub,routines but

when the order p = 1, an analytical form of the estimate is obtained as

pp
rlp -Lo'q.-¡lÀ-t -QrÀlÉ**r -qrp -io,Ë*-, - ... lt-1 = 0.

i=t -4

It is of interest to note that when ?u=2, the above estimate simplifies to the form

Þ*=
Q€.-r + €'n"r(Q)r/À-l sgn(Q)

which is a well known formula

process.

t1 + ($)Vr'-t1

Ê*=
0(É*-r + Ë^+r)

for the estimate of a missing observation for the AR(l)

1+çz

(3.4.3)
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Case 2: (0 < 1, < 1)

In this case f(8,() is not necessarily convex and may not have a unique minimum

with respect to B. When p = 1, the estimate of the missing values is obtained as

It should be noted that these estimates are subject to the initial restrictions imposed on the

parameters of the process.

Þ* = QE^-r

= Ërn+r/O

Two missing values

ifrol>\m

ifrol<\m

suppose the values [¡ and €r** are missing from the set {l¡ : t=r, z,

.'.,k,..,k+m,..n) where I < k < k+m < n. V/e aim to obtain estimates of the two missing

values by minimizing the norm given in (3.4.1) as a function of the two missing values

which are similarly considered as parameters p1 and Êz.For the evaluations, we consider

the case when m = 1.

when 1 < l, 12, the convexity of the function f(Fr, Ê2,€,) enables us to ser the

derivatives f(l)(Fr, ÊÐ to zero and solve for p1 and þz i.e.,

*h- = ÀlÊr - Ëo,€n,lÀ-1 - o,llp, - 0rÞr -Ëo,En-,1À-1

(3.4.4)

- 0zÀlÉr*z - orFz -ÞÊr - Ëo,qo-,1À-1 
- "' = 0

i=1
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d(r(Î: F')) =LlFr- orpr - Ëo,qn-,1À-1 - o,rlqn* z - þfi2-þzp,- Ë0,60-¡lÀ-t 
- '..- 0.

dþz i=l 
r¡ - ?^T¿ rLrL 

i=l

Solving the above equations simultaneously for the two missing values is difficult and

numerical algorithms would be required. However, for the case when p = 1, the derivatives

are obtained as

d(f(0r, Fz)) ,r r---- = ¡.rÊr - o€n-,)lÀ - otlÊ, - qB, lÀ-1 = o
dÞr

and solving the above two equations simultaneously leads to the following solutions:

Oî = $[<r +(Qn-Ðr/(r-t))O€u-, +(Q)z/{r-r)(r*z]sen(Q)

Oä = $[Orer-r +(0) 1/(r- I )1 r +1q¡ u<r- i ))(¡*2] sgn(Q)

*$P = î.1Êz - qÊrlÀ-t - 0rl€r*z - qB2lÀ-1 = o

where

When 7v=2, these simplify to

G = [1 +qq¡t/(r-tl +(Q)zv(r-r)1

and

Þi=
(1+0)0€r-r + þzEr*z

1+q+q+

02€r-r+0+(1+02)€r*z
Êä= l+Q+Q+
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For nonconsecutive missing values, the analytical form of the estimates would be simpler.

Extension to s missing values for the AR(l) model follows easily using the above

procedure.

when 0 < 1, ( 1, the function f(Fr,Þ2,6J is not convex and may nor posses a

unique minimum. Thus when p=1., we would consider the values of Þr mdÊzin the

intervals [OËt-r, p2lQ] and I0Þr, €r*z/01respectively. This leads to a single feasible set of

estimates as

under the restriction that l0l < 1. Other possible regions would violate this requirement on

ttre parameter.

Remarks:

(i) When o )1, the analytical form of the optimal esrimate of the missing observation for

the AR(l) is the same as the least î, estimate both of which are truncated forms of the linear

estimate. This basically implies that the three methods esimate the missing values by

approximately the same margins.

(ii) In the case when o < 1, the linear and the least 1, estimates of the missing observation

are slightly different depending on the restrictions on the parameters for the model.

Êi = 0€t-r and Fä = Q26r-r
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4. NONSTATIONARY PROCESSES WITH INFINITE VARIANCE

4.1. Introduction

A sequence {Ët} is said to be stationary in a general sense ifits statistical properties

such as the mean and the variance are constant relative to changes in time. Strict stationarity

is attributed to such a sequence if for all fti ; i = 1,2,3,...,tr], the joint probability

distribution of {[(t1), E(tz), ...., É(tn)] is the same as that of [((t1+k), l(t2+k), ....,

€(tn+k)) for all integers k and all ti, i = 1,2,3,....n. Sequences which possess stationary

fîrst and second order properties are said to be 'weakly' or 'second order' stationary and

this property can be ascribed to most fînite variance processes including the well known

class of Gaussian processes. This is not so for the case of infinite variance processes

whose second order properties and possibly the fîrst order properties are not defrned. The

notion of stationarity in the case of infinite variance processes can only be viewed in the

strict sense since their second order properties do not exist. Processes which are not

stationary a¡e said to be nonstationary.

The major essence of the stationarity requirement in time series analysis is to give a

sense of stability to the series since for most series, only single realizations are available.

Lack of stationarity thus invalidates the identification of the process and consequently the

applicability of the analytical results such as forecasts based on such results since these

would be termed as being 'unstable'.

Lack of stationarity in linear processes occurs as a result of various anomalies such

as the presence of a trend in the series which clearly implies a lack of stationarity in ttre first

order properties. It is also often the case that the second order properties such as the

r12
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variance are not constant and this too leads to nonstationarity. The presence of explosive

roots (roots which are inside the unit circle) similarly results in nonstationarity.

In the literature on nonstationary sequences, various techniques such as the

differencing of the series, data transformation and use of autoregïessive moving average

(ARMA) models with time varying coefficients have been suggested as possible solutions

to counteracting nonstationarity (Box and Jenkins, 1976; Priestley, 1981). The differencing

of a series is aimed at removing the nonstationarity in the first order properties as

manifested by the presence of a trend or explosive roots in the model. This technique has

led to the fitting of the class of autoregressive intergrated moving average (ARIMA) models

which have been widely studied (Box and Jenkins, lg76).

A possible remedy to the presence of nonstationary second order properties is to

transform the data using techniques such as the power transformations of Box and Cox

(1964) for some series. Unfortunately, suitable transformations do not always exist or if
they do, retransformation of the results does not always lead to optimal results on the

original scale (Granger and Andersen, 1976; Nassiuma and Ordhoukhani, 1991). A case in

point would be for example an ARIMA model with unstable second order properties. The

constant coefficients in such models make these models inappropriate for removing the

second order nonstationarity and a possible alternative approach studied in the literature is

the use of ARMA models with time varying coefficients (See Whittle, 1965 and Niemi.

1e83).

Stationarity has so far been studied in the Hilbert space context but the presence of

nonstationarity is a problem that is undesirable even in infinite va¡iance processes. It is the

goal in this Chapter to show that under some mild conditions, solutions can be obtained for

nonstationary sequences with infinite variance. This is motivated by the continued

realization that for many practical situations, the Gaussian laws are not fully adequate and

the stable laws may be more appropriate (See for example Fama, 1965; Granger and Orr,

1972; Dumouchel,1973). The increasing interest in the analysis of stable processes thus
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calls for their study particularly when they are charactenzed by nonstationary behavior.

Studies on nonstationary infinite variance processes include the work of Chan and Tran

(1989), chan (1990), Phillips (1990), Nassiuma (1991) and Nassiuma (t992). chan and

Tran (1989) studied the properties of the least squares esrimates for the AR(l) model

having unit roots and driven by infinite variance innovations while Chan (1990) considers

some limiting properties of least squares parameter estimates for the first order

autoregressive processes with a 'nearly' unit root and similarly driven by infinite variance

stable innovations. Phillips (1990) discusses limiting properties for the regression case

with unit root and infinite variance errors.

In this chapter, general nonstationary autoregressive moving average processes are

studied. Such processes can be represented by the following difference equations:

The major distinction between the two processes is that in (4.1), the model coefficients are

constant and satisfy the stationarity and invertibility conditions while ttre scale parameter for

the innovations is time varying. The model coefficients in (4.2) are time varying but the

scale parameter is assumed constant. The coeffïcients in (4.2) satisfy the stationarity and

invertibility for each time period t. A simple example of such a model is the random

coefficients autoregressive model of Nicolls and euinn (1982).

When the variance of the random variable q¡ is finite, prediction for nonstationary

processes of the type given in (4.1) have been discussed by Whittle (1965) and Abdrabbo

and Priestley (1967).

In this chapter, the infinite variance case is studied for the models in (4.1) and

(4.2). Properties of first order autoregressive models having unit roots are discussed in

Section 4.2 while the conditions under which unique solurions to (4.1) and (4.2) exist are

t14

O(B)€, = @(B)r1.

Õ,(B)6, = @t(B)rlt.

(4.1)

(4.2)



given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively. Linear forecasts are evaluated and by analogy

with the finite variance case when the characteristic exponent cr of [¡ is 2, the forecast error

is given. In Section 4.4, the estimation of model coefficients in the case when the

coefficients are time varying is studied for the AR(l) model. Some of the results discussed

in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 have been published by Nassiuma (1991) and Nassiu ma (1992).
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4.2. Processes having unit roots

Consider the process (¡ generated by a pú order autoregressive process given by

the difference equation

where [t]r; t =1,2,..,n] is a sequence of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d)

randomvariablesand thezerosof thepolynomial(Þ(z) =l+þF+þ222+ ....+Qnæliein

the region lzl> 1. This requirement is often not satisfied by one or more roots and this leads

to nonstationarity in the process. Properties of least squares parameter estimates for

autoregressive processes having unit roots and explosive roots have been widely studied in

the finite variance context by several authors for example Fuller (1976), and Basu and Roy

(1e89).

Nonstationary processes driven by infinite va¡iance stable innovations have recently

been studied by Chan and Tran (1989), Chan (1990) and Phillips (1990). Their studies

have mainly focussed on properties of least squ¿ìres estimates of the AR(l) model

parameter when the root is one or close to one.

Altemative parameter estimates for the autoregressive process have recently been

developed and these include the least absolute deviation estimates (Gross and Steiger,

1979) and the least gamma estimates proposed by Liu (1987). These have been shown to

be consistent. The optimal estimate, developed in Chapter 2 under the assumption that the

sequence {qr}is of infinite variance stable random variables, was similarly shown to be a

consistent estimator of the parameter under the stationarity assumption.

Consider now a sequence {Ç¡} generated by the AR(l) process and given by

O(B)8, =ïlt, t e {0,1,2,...} (4.2.r)

Ét=0€t-t +r1t
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where [qt] is a sequence of infinite variance stable random variables having characteristic

exponent u e (L,2). The optimal estimate of the coefficient Q was obtained in chapter 2 as

nn
O' = I I E,-, I 

t/(o-1)Ç,sgn (8, r )/ I 16,-, | "r"-tlsgn(Ét_r )t=2 t=2

when the scale parameter of hl is constant, i.e., c(t) = 1 for all t = 1,2,...n. Our interest in

this section centers on the case when l0l = l.

Consider a positive function L(x). Such a function is said to vary slowly at infiniry

if for all positive x, the following limit exists:

A necessary and sufficient condition for the sequence ofiid random variables {r1¡} having

distribution function F to be in the domain of attraction of the stable law with characteristic

exponent cr is that there exists a slowly varying function L(x) such that as x -å æ,

[m L(b() . rt-- L(Ð -t r.

where

(4.2.2)

Let the sequence of iid random variables {rlt, t = 1,2,..., n} be defined in the

domain of atraction of the stable law with characteristic exponent ø e (0,2) and distribution

F. Suppose that there exists constants ap and bn defined as

1-F(x)=px-al-(x)

p=nqLtrÈ*

ân = inf {x: [1 - F(x) + FCx)] < n-l )

tt7



and

where Ithrt< a¡ is an indicator variable taking on values 0 or 1.

The following timit then exists:

n

bn =E(rltl¡hl¿tca¡l)

where So is a stable random variable with characteristic exponent c (Feller, 1971). When

cr > 1, bn is obtained as E(q¡).

V/e show the strong consistency of the optimal estimate in the following Theorem.

*tä,tt-bn) 
j so,

Theorem 4.2.1

Consider the optimal estimator given in (4.2.2) for the parameter of the AR(l) model

having l0l = t. Let the sequence '¡lt be such that an(în+In-1 * ... + rlr) (where a¡ is a

regularly varying function of the form n-l¡ and u < o) be in the domain of attraction of the

stable law with index cr > 1. Then the optimal estimator is strongly consistent, i.e., as n ->

€' 

n-t( oo - l) + o almost surely.

Proof:

When l$l = 1, this implies that the AR(l) model can be wrinen as

Ér=6r-t+Ît

lt is then clear that
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0o- I =

n

)lq,-t I 
tr<"-t )(6, - Ér-r)sgn(€,-r)

t=2
n

I | €,-, | "/("-r )rgn(€,-, )
t=2

n

), I E,-, ¡ 
tlt"-r)rl,sgn(É,-r)

t=2

It is clea¡ ttrat lç,r-rl1/(o-1) is a bounded function and also r'ls and ltl are independent. It

thus follows from Lemma 2.4.1that for ô = min(cr, s(s-l)),

n
1 Slr rtr/(o_l)r¡,sgn(€,_r)nu?j*

n

L l É,-, l"lt"-r)rgn(É,-r)
t=2

converges almost surely to zero as n -> "o. By a similar argument, we note that the

denominator converges almost surely to infinity. Combination of the two results then leads

to the Theorem.

(4.2.3)
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Simulation results

Observations for the AR(l) process when 0 = 1 were generated using the Fortran

subroutine GGSTA. The first 200 observations were deleted. Mean values of the optimal

and least squares estimates based on 500 samples each of sizes 50, 150, 500 and 1000

were evaluated and the results are given in Tables 4.7, 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.

It is observed that both the optimal estimate and the least squares estimate the

paftLmeter with approximately the same error margin.

There is minimal change in both the least squares and optimal estimates when a

wrong value of the characteristic index is used instead of the true one. This basically is

expected considering the minimal differences between the optimal and the least squares

estimates.
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Table a.1: Optimal and Least squares esrimates for the par¿rmeter 0 = I of an AR(l)

model when the number of simulations N=500.

Optimal

Estimate

Alpha (a)

Least

Squares

Estimate

1.1

t.2

n=50

0.9877

(1.4998-04\

1.1

Table 4.2: Optimal and Least squares estimates for the parameter 0 = I of an AR(l)

model when the number of simulations N=100.

0.9926

(5.s01E-05)

t.2

n=150

1.0026

(6.7788-06',)

0.9980

(3.s93E-06)

Optimat

Estimate

0.9993

(s.0928-07)

1,.002

(2.7038-06)

n=500

0.9926
(s.394E-05)

1.000

(9.648E-09)

Alpha (cr)

1.4

0.99s3

(2.2008-05',)

1.0012

(1.4468-06\

n=1000

Least

Squares

Estimate

r.6

0.9926
(5.397E-05)

0.9990

(1.0288-06)

n=50

0.9994

(4.006E-07)

r.9

0.9993

ø.6758-07\

0.99s6

(1.894E-05)

t.0044

(1.911E-05)

t.4

0.9990
(r.4r4E-06)

n=150

1.0001

(7.091F-07)

1.0109

(1.1918-04)

1.6

0.9994

(3.609E-07)

1.0033

(1.066E-0s)

T.0022

(4.9468-06)

1.9

n=500

0.9982

(3.097E-06)

1.0050

(2.s4sE-0s)

1.0055

(3.0168-05)

0.9998

(s.670E-08)

1.0028

(8.3ssE-06)

1.0110

(1.221F-04\

n=1000

0.9992

(6.1538-07)

1.0007

(4.860E-07)

1.0040

(1.s93E-05)

1.0001

(2.18s8-08)

0.9999

(2.s798-09)

1.0051

(2.64rE-0s)

1.000s

(2.8018-07)

1.0004

(r.7778-07)

1.0001

(1.4218-08)

1.0008

(6.190E-07)

t2r

1.0004

(1.891E-07)

1.0006

ß.2528-07\



4.3. ARMA processes with nonstationary innovations

In this section, we study some properties of the autoregressive moving average

(ARMA) process given in equation (4.1) where <Þ(B) and @(B) are the autoregressive (AR)

and the moving average (MA) operators satisfying the stationarity and invertibility

conditions. The sequence {qr} is of infinite variance stable random variables with

cha¡acteristic exponent a e (0, 2) and time varying scale parameter c(t).

Let (Ç2, F, P) be a probability space and let Lcr(Q) be the space of all real valued

random va¡iables ql defined on the probability space such that Elqrlcr ç oo. Assume that

(i is a solution to the stochastic difference equation (4.1) defined on the probability space

and let 5(6.) and S,(t1) be the subspaces of the space Lct(O) spanned by the random

variables {5 anO r1s (where s e T = (Q, *1, t2,...) and s < t) respectively. Under the

assumptions on <Þ(B) and @(B) given above, it follows that the process (¡ given in

equation (4.1) is admits a moving average representation and is invertible and thus the

subspaces S(q.) and S,(r1) are equal. Under these conditions, a stochastic difference

equation as given in (4.1) thus represents an ARMA(p,q) process if it admits a solution

{ð,: t e T} such that Ët e Sr(rl). Under some mild conditions, a solution to the difference

equation (4.1) exists. These are given in the following Theorem.

Theorem 4.3.I

Suppose that for the linear process Ç1 given in equation (4.1), the assumptions on

the polynomials Õ(B) and @(B) are satisfied. Let the following further conditions also be

satisfied;

(a)Elrlrla<oo forallte T and øe (0,2)
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and

s
(b) LlVila c(t-j) < ""

s=0

where c(t) is the scale parameter for q¡ and ty(B) = 0(B)/Õ(B). Then the process (1 has the

infinite moving average process representation of the form

which constitutes a solution to the process in (4.1).

Proof:

Let the sequence of random variables {w¡} be def,rned by the moving average process w¡ =

0(B)qt. The above conditions then imply that Elwllct is uniformly bounded on rhe ser

T=(0, !1,+2, ...) and thus there exists a solution {, for O(B)€t = w¡ given by

-* t *
Ë¡ = [a@)]-rwr = jàvj wt = 

ràvirlt-i

ü
Çt= Iv¡no¡

j=0

as stipulated in the Theorem.

A solution to equation (4.1) implies that such a model could be utilized for

prediction pulposes. Now suppose the solution Êt ur obtained above is a unique solution

to the process given in (4.1) and assume that conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 4.2.1 are

satisfied for u e (0,2). Let S(€.) be the subspace spanned by the set of random variables

{Es : s c T}. An optimal linear h steps ahead forecast (such that the forecast error

dispersion is minimized) of [i*¡ for h > 0 is the projection of the subspace S([.) (which

(4.3.r)
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is spanned Uv ðt

observation space)

for s e T) onto the subspace S,(É*), t= 1,2,...,n (also known as the

i.e., the optimal linear predictor Êifnl of Éi*r, is given by

êirnl = Ps,(€,-) 6i*r,

PS(q.) Ë,*n = Ët*r, if h < 0

where

It is to be noted that in the finite variance case with u. = 2, the corresponding pdection

from the L2 space is orthorgonal. However, this is not necessarily the case under the

infinite variance setting. When a, < 2, a similar projection is feasible and the distance

measure to be minimized now corresponds to the dispersion (Cline and Brockwell, 1985).

In evaluating the above projection for the case when cr e (0,1), the process Ç1e Ls(A)

does not have a unique projection on the closed subspace 5r(6*), t= 1,2,...,n of Lq(O).

The existence of the h steps ahead forecast is shown in the following Theorem and the

dispersion ofthe forecast error is also given.

Theorem 4.3.2

=Ër(h) ifh>o

k, Ë, be the solution to the difference equation given in (4.1) and suppose further that the

conditions of Theorem 4.3.1 apply. Then

(a) For h > 0, the optimal forecast {,1tt¡ lwittr minimum dispersion) for Ç1a¡ when the

observations (€t, €2, ..., €J are available is obtained as
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oo

Ëûr) = IVjrl,*¡-j, r = 1, 2, ..,î
j=h

t-l
= Iæ'E'*n-'

s=0

(b) The forecast error is obtained as

with corresponding dispersion as

(Ðr+h = ql, - tltr,, = !Ln*n.,
j=0

Proof:

and S(q) a¡e also the same and thus the linear projection PS,(6*) ð,*n = PS(n*) {,*¡. Thus

The assumptions ttrat {, e St(rl) md rl, e 5,(6*) imply that the subspaces S,(8.)

h-1s
disp(co¡*¡) = f hy¡la c(t-j)

j=0

from (4.3.1), we have
oo

Ët+n = IV:tt'*n¡'
j=0

The expression for the forecast error follows from (a) and by use of the results in Theorem

4.3.1. The dispersion of the forecast error simply follows by definition.

As an illustration, we consider the first order autoregressive process (¡ given by

E, = 0€,-r * It, t = Q, *1, *! ...
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where Q is a given p¿rameter with lQl < 1 and {nr} is a sequence of symmetric stable

random variables. It is clear that under these conditions, the above process admits an

infinite moving average representation of the form

where Vs are the coefficients in the expansion V(B) = 1/Õ(B).

This is basically the solution for Ç¡ and consequently from Theorcm 4.3.2, the h-steps

ahead forecast value when the observations (€r, 62,..., €J -" available is obtained as

oo
üT1
Çt = ÀVslt-r '

s=0

where V0 = l.

observed values, then for the AR(l) case ttris obtained as

Suppose we now require to obtain the forecast value Êr,+r, as a linear function of the

Ël*n = ( l-qn¡-rr't"+h = IVsî,,*¡-,
s=0

Ê,,*n = ohÉr, (4.3.4)

For this forecast to be optimal in the minimum dispersion sense, we require that S be

obtained such that the dispersion, disp((,|*i-Ê"*r,) is minimized. By writing (4.3.4) in

terms of Tìn-r, we obtain

(4.3.2)

where a(s) are the coefficients in the moving average representation of (¡.
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(Ç"+h-Çn+n) = àVsît*tt-s - f,a(s)qn-ts=0 s=0

(4.3.3)

h-l oo

= în+h + IVrrln*i,-,¡ * )(Vs-a(s)hn-,)
s=l s=0



Since the scale par¿rmeter of q¡ is c(t), we have

h-l oo

¿irp(Éi.n-Ên+h) = c(n+h) + )tçt"c(n+s) + )hyr-a(s)lo c(n+s)
s=l s=0

when the scale parameter is constant say c(t)=l for all t, the above dispersion function

reduces to the result of Cline and Brockwell (1985) which can be obtained from

h-l oo

D(ø) = disp(Éi.n-Ên+h) = t + )nyre+ )|\¡r-a(s)lo.s=l s=0

This reduces to (1 - lQlcrh)/(1 - lQtø¡ in rhe case of the AR(l) model.

It is easy to see that

with the equality holding if and only if Vs = a(s). This implies that the optimal minimum

dispersion forecast for the AR(l) model is given by

h-1

D(cr)>1+ )tryrt"
S=1

The only evident distinction between this result and that from the finite variance case is the

method applied in estimating the parameters Vs.

Ên*r, = OhBn.
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4.4. ARMA Processes WÍth Time Varying Coefficients

The ARIMA models studied by Box and Jenkins (1976) are appropriate for

nonstationary processes which have explosive roots. These models take care of the

nonstationarity that arises due to time varying flust order properties such as the mean but

they would not be appropriate when nonstationarity in the second order properties are

present since the model coefficients are constanl A more appropriate approach would thus

be to consider a more general group of ARMA processes with time varying coefficients. In

the fînite variance setting, such processes have been studied by Whittle (1965) and

Abdrabbo and Priestley (1967). In this section, we consider the infinite variance

nonstationary processes with time varying coefficients as given in equation (4.2).

We assume that {qr} in equation (4.2) is a sequence of infinite variance stable

random variables with characteristic exponent cr (0 < a <2) and constant scale parameter c.

W'e also assume that the autoregressive (AR) and the moving average (MA) operators

Ot(B) and @(B) respectively are such that the zeroes of the polynomials (Þ¡(z) = 1* Qrtz *

þ2¡22+....+ 0ptzP and @¡(z) = l+0¡z*02¡22 +...+Ootze lieintheregion lzl>foreacht.

Let (Q, F, P) be a probability space with corresponding metric space for all real

valued random va¡iables qr on the probabiliry space being Lc(O). Suppose the sequence of

random variables q¡ is such that Elr'¡rlÀ < oo. Let Él Ur a solution to the stochastic

difference equation (4.2) defined on the probability space and let H,(6-) and H,(q) be the

subspaces of the metric space LÀ(O) spanned by the random variables {5 ana T¡5 , for s e

T = (0, +1, +2,...) and s ( t respectively. Under the assumptions on the zeroes of Õ¡(m)

and @(m), it implies that the two subspaces are equal, i.e., H,((*) = H,(î). A stochastic

difference equation given by @.2) thus represents an ARMA(p,q) process if it admits a

unique solution {ð,; , = T} such ttrat {, € H(q). Thus the conditions for the existence of
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a solution to the process given by equation (4.2) can be summed up as in the following

Theorem:

Theorem 4.4.1

Suppose that for the linear process Ç¿ given in equation (4.2),the following further

conditions are satisfi ed;

(a)Elq,la<"o forallte T and øe (0,2)

oo

s
(b) ZIV(t,s)lG < ""

s=0

where V(t,s) are the coefficients from @I(B)/O(B). Then the following moving average

process is a solution to equation (4.2).

Proof:

Let the sequence of random variables w¡ be given by wt = 0t(B)ît. Then the above

conditions imply that the dispersion of w¡ obtained from Elw¡lcr is uniformly bounded on

the set T=(0, +1, +2, ... ) and thus by the assumption on Ot(B) and @(B), there exists a

solution ð, tot OtG)€t = wr given by Ø.a.1).

{t = Lv(t,t)q,
s=0

(4.4.r)
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Linear Forecasting

The process (¡ as specified in equation (4.2) is defined in the Ls(O) space and thus

the linear projections in this space constitute a possible set of forecasts. Such forecasts

when evaluated in the I-2(C¿) space lead to the cond.itional expectation for Gaussian

processes but this is not necessarily the case for the set ofinfinite variance processes as

shown here.

trt Ët be a unique solution to the process given in equation @.2) ndassume that

the conditions of Theorem 4.4.1are satisfied for c e (0, 2). Then an optimal linear h-steps

ahead forecast of Él*r, for h > 0 given the observations ((,1, 82,..., €J is obtained as the

projection of the space H(E-) onto H,r(Ç*) (where H(8.) is the subspace spanned by the

setof randomvariables {Ërrr e T} and I{"(Ë-) is the observation space) such that the

forecast error dispersion is minimized. We can thus write the h-steps ahead optimal forecast

ffcrrl of €i+r, as

where

Again we note that for a e (0,1), the process Ét e Lct(O) does not admit a unique

projection on the closed subspace H(.) of LG(O) and thus the resulting solution is not

unique. The evaluation of the optimum linear forecast is shown in the next Theorem.

â'irnl = Ps"(€,-) €,i*r,

PH"(€.) €,i*r, = É,i*r, if h < o

Theorem 4.4.2

Suppose {¡ is the solution to (4.2).It then follows as in Theorem 4.3.2,that
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(a) For h > 0, the optimal forecast (with minimum dispersion) for EÏ*r, is

v

Ë"(t) = fy(n+h,s)qs,
s=0

(b) The forecast error is obtained as

and the dispersion for the forecast error is obtained as

rtn+h = E,'-.n - êirr,l = 5ln,".h,n+h-i)q¡1a¡-¡
i=0

where n, = EJ+r - êJttl

Proof:

The proof of part (a) is easy to see since under the assumptions that Ë, = Hr(q), i.e., {, is

measurable in the closed subspace H(n) of q and similarly q e H(E*).This implies that

H(Ë.) = ft(tl) and thus P¡1'(€.) ["i¡ and PU"(n*) €ri*n such that the forecast error

dispersion is minimized are equal. Similar arguments as those in Theorem 4.3.2 readrly

lead to the result. Part (b) follows easily from (a) and the forecast error dispersion simply

follows by definition.

h-1

disp(q,,*¡) = ) t g1n*h,n+h-i) lf,.
i=0

Bxample L: AR(l) Model

Suppose the process (r is given by
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where {0(t)} is a given sequence with lQ(t)l < 1 for all t e T, {nt} is an infinite variance

stable sequence of random variables having characteristic exponent a e (0,2). It can then

be shown that the solution of f,¡ exists and is given by

Er = 0(t)6r-r * It, t = 0, +1,+2 ...

Thus

üsl
Çr+h = ¿ì.f(t+n,s)lr+h-s

s=h

ð, = îv(,,r)n,-,
s=0

where

rh
= fy(t+h,sh. * )y(t+h,s)r1, Ø.4.3)s=0 s=t+l

Suppose that the observations {€r, 82,..., Enl are available and a linear forecast Êr,*i, is

required as a linear function of the observed values, this is obtained as

n-1
ô s. ¿ \?
Çn+h= )a(t,s)Ç"-'. (4.4.4)

s=0

ty(t,s):l s=0

s-1

=flq(,-il s>o
i=0

(4.4.2)
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For this forecast to be optimal in the minimum dispersion sense, we require that a(t,s) be

obtained such that ¿irp(€i'.n-Ên+n) is minimized. By writin g Ø.a.a) in terms of r¡,r-r, we

I

(ð"*r,-Ê"nrJ = ){ry{n+h,s) - b(n,s))q,.a¡-,
s=0

h-1

= în+h + o(r)r1n+r,-r * ...* flo(n-i)q"*r
i=0

and the error dispersion is given by

h

= 1'tn+h . 
I ü-(n-i)î,,+n-i 

. 
å*a,s)-b(n,s))rr,,-,)

s=1

¡* ^ 
fl s-l oo

disp(1"*r,-Ë,,+h) = c+ > .lf[q1n-¡l"c+ )lyqn,s)-b(n,s)loc..@ i=0 s=0
S=1

Denoting the dispersion as K(cr), it is also easy to see that

h

K(ct)>'. X [il(n-i)rcc
s=1

with the equality holding if and only if V(t,s) = b(t,s). Thus the optimal minimum

dispersion forecast can be evaluated as
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In the case of the first order autoregressive model with fixed paftrmeters, we have 0(t) = 0

and Ê"(n) = fÇr, for all t. An advantage of such a stationary case is thus the considerable

reduction in the number of parameters that have to be estimated.

n-1

Ên+n = Iv(n,t)6n-r.
s=0

Example 2: ARMA (1,1) Model.

Suppose that the sequence {6,} is generated by an ARMA(l,l) process give by the

difference equation

€,=Q(t)€t_r + 0(t)r1¡_1 + 11¡

where {0(Ð} and {0(t)} are given sequences with lS(t)l < 1 and l0(t)l < 1 for all t, {r1¡} is a

sequence of random variables with an infinite variance stable disribution. The above

process can be written as

6t= [1 + (0(t) + o(t))B + {0(tx0(r-1) + 0(t-1))}nz

where

+ (Q(t)Q(t-1X0(t-2) + 0(t-2)))83 * ...1n,

oo
sr

= ZV(t,s)T¡t,
s=0

V(t,s) = I

= Q(Ð + e(r)
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It is clear that a solution to the process exists when the conditions of Theorem 4.4.L apply.

An optimal linear forecast would be obtained using a similar approach as for the AR(l)

process.

s-2

= flq(ui)(Q(r-i-1) + o(t-i-1))
i=0

4.4.1. Estimation of model coefficients

A possible estimate for stationary infinite variance linear processes is the least

squares estimate whose properties have been discussed by among others Hannan and

Kanter (1977) and Yohai and Maronna (L977) for the autoregressive process. Other

techniques include the best linear estimate of Blattberg and Sargent (197I) for the

regression model and also the least absolute deviation estimate of Gross and Steiger (1979)

for the autoregressive process.

In this Section, we discuss the estimation of the parameters in the nonstationary

ARMA model given in equation (5.2) by minimizing the norm in analogy with the

minimization of the variance in the finite variance setting. First we consider stationary

processes with infinite variance and observe their relation to the nonstationary case. When

a e (1,2), the resulting estimates are compared with the optimal estimates discussed in

chapter two.

s>1.

Stationary processes with infinite variance

Consider the AR(l) model given as

Ç=OErr+Tlt
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where the sequence of innovations {qr} is as defined before and the coefficient $ is such

that lQl < 1. Under these conditions, the above AR(l) process is stationary. To estimate the

coefficient in the above process, the function g(0,É) = E(lËt - 06,-rl") may be minimized.

Now as an estimate of the parameter, we consider the function g"(Q,E) given as

By the egordic theorem, the above function gr(0,€) converges almost surely to g(S,() as

the sample size n tends to infinity. When 1 < cr < 2, 9"(0,6) = g"(0) is convex and thus the

resulting estimate would be obtained by differentiating g"(Q) with respect to Q and then

solving the resulting estimating equation for Q. This leads to

n
9),8,-rl€, - qÇ,-rlcr-r = o
" 1=z

B,(o,E) = *år,- o€t-rto .

from which we have a solution for ô as

where lxlsgn(x) = x. It is to be noted that this result corresponds to the optimal estimate for

the AR(l) model discussed in the earlier chapters when the scale parameter c(t) is constant.

In the case when 0 < a < 1, the minimization of g"(Q) entails consideration of the

points of the function gr(0) in the interval (0, QËt-r). This leads to a second estimate of the

coefficient Q as
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n

)E,¡E,-tltit"-tl
t=2

0i= n

)tE,-,¡"1"-t
t=2

sBn(Ëçr)



Thus the resulting estimate can be given as

n

þ\= ZE,/E,-.
t=2

n

)q¡q'-ttt/t"-tl
¡-J

d = î-sgn(Ët_r) if L<a<2

Note that when c[ = 1, the resulting estimate is the least absolute deviation estimate

discussed by Gross and Steiger (1979).

We next consider the estimation of the coefficients for the nonstationary case.

Nonstationary processes with infinite variance

)lE,-rl"r"-t
t=2

n

= Le,tE't
t=2

Consider an AR(l) process defined in (4.a.5) with the coefficienr Q being time

varying, i.e.,

Et=Ot€t-r+ît

such that lQrl < I for t = 1,2,...,n. The set of parameters {Q¡, t= 1,2,...,n } are similarly

estimated by minimizing g"(0ù with respect to Q1. When 1 < c¿ < 2,the estimating function

is obtained as

cr(t-tl(t - Q¡Ç,¡-1la-l = 0

if 0<g<1.
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and this leads to the estimator as

A similar result would be obtained when the optimality criterion of Chapter 2 is applied kt

the case when 0 < cr ( 1, the resulting estimator is obtained as

*
0r (2) =4/4-t.

This type of estimate is not very useful since its error is zero. An alternative estimate

would be obtained using the optimality criterion developed in Chapter 2 for c > 1. We

illustrate this using the random coefficient autoregressive model (Nicolls and Quinn, 1982)

which is a special case of a model with time varying coefficients.

The first order random coefficient autoregressive model is given by

oirrl = Ç¡tÇ¡-1tu(a-l) .

The optimal estimate for the parameter Q is obtained based on ttre observations

(EtE2,...,Én) by noting that

and thus

E,=(0+a)Ç¡-1 +r¡¡.

hr = 6t - 08,-r and uro-, = lq,,-rlt("-tlrgn(Ë,-r)/(l€,-rl" + 1¡

Based on this estimate, the error values îr and â¡ cân then be estimated as

q?=€t-QoBt-t

l(,-, l"r<"-tlsgn(Et- r )

t + lE,,-11"
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and

The random coefficient 0t = 0 * a¡ is then obtained as

Q! = Qo +a!'

u? = n?/€,-r.
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In this disse¡tation, we have developed a criterion for an estimating function to be

optimal in the minimum dispersion sense when the generating process is driven by infinite

variance stable erors. This has then been applied to the estimation of parameters for the

autoregressive and moving average processes. The resulting simulation results indicate that

for the autoregressive process of order one, the optimal estimate converges as the sample

size increases and is superior to the least squares estimate when the sample size, the index

cr and the parameter to be estimated are small. In the case of the moving average process,

the optimal estimate performs better and converges faster than the least squares estimate.

Three techniques for estimation of missing observations were also developed. The

first one based on the concept of optimal estimating functions is limited to the case when s

>1. An advantage of this technique is that simple analytical forms of the estimate can be

obtained even when the order of the model is high. The second method for evaluating linear

estimates of missing observations is functionally different from the optimal estimate

although at c[ = 2, its truncated form is the same as the least squates estimate. The third

method is based on the minimization of the lambda norm and the biggest drawback for it is

that its analytical form cannot be obtained when the order of the model is more than one. It

thus requires the use of minimization algorithms.

In the third part of the dissertation, properties of nonstationary processes have been

studied. Particular interest was focussed on three forms of nonstationarity. The

convergence and the limit distribution of the optimal estimate for the AR(1) process having

a unit root was established. Conditions for the existence of a solution for a process with

innovations that have a nonconstant scale parameter were given. Processes that have
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varying coefficients were also studied and conditions under which a solution exists were

developed. The estimation of nonconstant coefficients was also discussed.

The development of practical inferential techniques for analysing time series models

with infinite vadance stable errors is still in its infant stage and many areas need further

research. We have assumed in this dissertation that the process has already been identified

as an infinite va¡iance process and the model order is given but this is not usually the case

in practice. Thus the development of objective techniques for distinguishing between finite

variance and infinite variance processes as well as methods for determining the order of a

model for an infinite variance process are necessary. Another area that requires further

research is the extension of the optimality criterion of an estimating function to the case

when ø e (0,1). Finally the application of the techniques developed here to real data would

be of great interest for further investigation.
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1. Generation of observations for the AR(l) process

r. llJoB

2.IlEÆC FORTTCLG

3. INTEGER NR

4. REAL PHI,X(510),ALPFIA,BPRIM,R(510)

5. DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEDl

6. NR=511

7. C INPUT THE MODEL PARAMETER.

8. PHI=0.4

9. X(0)=0

10. DSEED1=123451.D0

APPENDIX

11. C INPUT THE INDEX AND THE SCALE PARAMETER.

12. ALPHA=1.2

13. BPRIM=O

T4. CALLGGSTA(DSEEDi,ALPHA,BPzuM,NR,R,S)

15. DO 1200I=1,NR

16. C GENERATE VALUES FOR TFrE AR(l) MODEL.

17. X(I+1)=P¡1I*X(I)+R(I+1)

18. WRITE(*,*) X(I+1)

19. I2OO CONTINUE

20. STOP

21. END
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2. Generation of observations

r. llIoB
2. lIEÆC FORTTCLC

3. INTEGER NR

4. REAL Z,X(649),ALPFIA,BPRIM,R(650)

5. DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEDI,DSEED2

6. NR=511

7. C INPUT TFIE MA COEFFICIEN:I"ITIETA.

8. TFIETA=0.6

9. x(l)=g

10. R(1)=0

11. DSEED1=123451.D0

12. C INPUT THE INDEX AND SCALE PARAMETER.

13. ALPHA=0.5

14. BPRIM=0

15. CALLGGSTA(DSEEDl,ALPHA,BPRIM,NR,R)

16. DO 1200I=1,NR

t7. c GENERATE VALUES FOR TFIE MA(1) MODEL.

18. X(I+1)=1gsTA*R(I)+R(I+1)

19. WRITE(*,*) X(I+1)

20.12OO CONTINUE

21. STOP

22. END

for the MA(l) process
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3. Generation of observations

r.llJoB

2.1/EÆC FORTTCLG

3. INTEGER NR

4. REAL PHI,X(s10),ALPHA,BPRIM,R(510)

5. DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEDl

6. NR=511

for the ARMA(l,l) process

7. C INPUT THE MODEL PARAMETERS PHI AND TFIETA.

8. PHI=0.4

9. TFIETA=O.3

10. X(O¡=g

11. R(1)=0

12. DSEEDI=1,23457.D4

13. C INPUT THE INDEX AND SKEWNESS PARAMETER.

14. ALPHA=0.4

15. BPRIM=O

16. CALLGGSTA(DSEED1,ALPHA,BPzuM,NR,R,S)

17. DO 1200I=1,NR

18. X(I+1)=p¡1I*X(I)+THETA*R(I)+R(I+1)

19. V/RITE(*,*) X(I+l)

20.12OO CONTINUE

21. STOP

22. END
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4. Estimation of the parameter for the AR(l) process

l. // JOB'T=10M'

2.IIEÆC FORTTCLG

3. INTEGER NR.N

4. REAL PHI,X(1202),ALPHA,BPRIM,R(1202),5(1202),84

5. REAL y(1202),W(1202),L(1202),C(1202),FLE2,E3,U4

6. REAL Q(1202),U1,U2,U3,D(1202),v1,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6

7. REAL OP1,OP2,OP3,OP4,LS1,LS2,LS3,LS4,V7,V8,ALP

8. DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEDl

9. C INPUT THE SAMPLE SIZE NR,NUMBER OF SAMPLES N AND

9.1 C PARAMETER PHI.

10. NR=1202

11. N=500

12. PHI=0.1

13. OP4=0

L4. LS4=0

15. V1=0

16. V2=0

17. OP1=0

18. OP2=0

19. OP3=0

20. LSI=0

21. LS2=0

22. LS3=0

23. V3=0

24. V4=0
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25. V5=0

26. V6=0

27. V7=0

28. V8=0

29. C GENERATING 5OO SAMPLES EACH OF STTF N FROM A STABLE

30. C DISTRIBUTION WITH PARAMETER ALPHA.

31. C

32. DO 1700 V=l,N

33. X(l)=g

34. Y(200)=0

35. W(200)=0

36. L(200)=0

37. C(200)=0

38. D(200)=0

39. DSEEDl=123457.D0

40. ALPHA=I.2

4I. AI-P=1.2

42. BPRIM=O

43. CALLGGSTA(DSEEDl,ALPFIA,BPRIM,NR,R,S)

M. DO 2000 K=I,NR

45. S(K¡=¡s5(R(K))

46. C GENERATING VALUES FOR THE AR(l) MODEL WTTH PARAMETER

47. CP}IT.

48. X(K+1)=PHI*X(K)+R(K+1)

49.2OOO CONTINUE

50. DO 2400I=200,7200

51. Q6=ABS(X1¡)
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s2. Y(I+1)=y1I)+(X(I+1)*x(Ð/QO)*(Q(D)**(l/(ALP-1))

53. W(I+t¡=v¿(I)+(Q0))t*(ALP/(ALP-1))

54. L(I+1)=¡1¡+(X(l))*X(I+1)

55. C(I+l)=ç10+CK(|))*X(I)

56. D(I+1)=¡1I)+X(t)

57.2400 CONTINUE

58. E1=Y(251)lw(25r)

59. E2=Y(351)/w(351)

60. E3=Y(701)/lV(701)

61. F4=Y(1201)/IV(l201)

62. U1=L(251) lC(251)

63. U2=L(351)/C(3s1)

64. U3=L(701) /C(701)

65. U4=L(1201)/C(1201)

66. C EVALUATING OPTIMAL AND LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES

67. C OF THE PARAMETER FOR SAMPLE SIæS 50,150,500 AND 1OOO.

68. OPl=OP1+El/llI

69. OPZ=OP2+E2N

70. OP3=OP3+E3N

71. OP4=OP4+84/N

72. LS 1=LS 1+U lA{

73. LS2=LS2+U2¡{

74. LS3=LS3+U3II\

75. LS4=LS4+U4II\

76. V1=V1+((E1-PFII)**2)/l.{

77. V2=V2+((82-PHI)**2)/N

78. V3=V3+((E3-PHI)**2)/N
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79. Y4=Y4+((E4-PHt¡x*2¡¡¡¡

80. V5=V5+((u1-PHt¡x*2¡¡¡¡

81. V6=V6+((U2-PHI¡**2¡6¡

82. V7=V7+((u3-PUt¡xx2¡6t

83. V8=V8+((U4-PHI)**2)/N

84. 17OO CONTINUE

85. C OPTIMAL ESTIMATES.

86. WRITE(*,*) OP1,OPZ,OP3,OP 

86.1 C MEAN SQUARE ERRORS OF OPTMAL ESTIMATES.

87. WRITE(*,*) V1 ,V2,y3,V4

88. C LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES.

89. WRITE(*,*) LS1,LS2,LS3,LS4

89.1 C MEAN SQUARE ERRORS OF LEAST SQUARES ESTIMATES.

90. WRITE(*,*) V5,V6,V7,V8

91. STOP

92. END
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5. Estimation of the parameter for the MA(l) process

L. ll JOB'T=10M'

2.IIEÆC FORTTCLG

3. INTEGER NR,N

4. REAL THETA ,X (7202) ,^LPHA,BPRIM,R( 1202),5 (1202) E4

5. REAL Y(1202),W(1202),L(1202),C(1202),87'I'2,F,3,U4

6. REAL Q0202),8(1202),U(1202),UL,U2,U3,D(L202),V1

7. REAL A1(1203),LS(1203),F(7203),Y2,V3,V4,V5,V6,V7

8. REAL V8,OP1,OPZ,OP3,OP ,LS1,LS2,LS3,LS4,ALP

9. DOUBLE PRECISION DSEEDl

10. C INPUT THE SAMPLE SIZE NR AND TFIE NUMBER OF SAMPLES N.

11. NR=1202

1,2. N=500

13. C INPUT THE MODEL PARAMETER TF{ETA.

14. TFIETA=0.8

15. OP4=0

16. LS4=0

17. V1=0

18. Y2=0

19. OP1=0

20. OP2=0

21. OP3=0

22. LS1=0

23. LS2=0

24. LS3=0

25. V3=0
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26. v4=0

27. V5=0

28. V6=0

29. Y7=0

30. V8=0

31. DO 2000 J=1,N

32. R(1)=0

33. X(1¡=9

34. Y(200)=0

35. V/(200)=0

36. L(200)=0

37. C(200)=0

38. D(200)=0

39. F(200)=0.1

40. DSEEDl=123457.D4

41. C INPUT THE EXPONENT ALPHA.

42. ALPHA=I.4

43. ALP=I.4

44. BPRIM=0

45. CALL GGSTA(DSEED1,ALPHA,BPzuM,NR,R,S)

46. DO 1200 K=I,NR

47. S(K)=¡B5(R(K))

48. C GENERATE VALUES FOR TFIE MA(1) AND OBTAIN THE LS ESTIMATE.

49. X(K+1)=1HETA*R(K)+R(K+1)

50. 12OO CONTINUE

51. DO 1000I=200,NR

52. A1(I)=435(X(r))
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s3. QO=ABS(F(I))

54. L(I+1)=¡1I)+(X(I))*X(I+1)

55. C(I+1)=ç11)+(X(I))*X(I)

56. D(I+1)=PqI)+X(r)

57. LS(I+1)=¡(I+1)/C(I+1)

58. C EVALUATE THE ERROR ESTIMATE F.

59. F(I+1)=¡iI+1)-LS(I+1)*F(I)

60. Y(I+1)=v1I)+(X(I+1)*F(IyQ(I)){'QG)**(l/(ALP-1))

61. W(I+1)=v¿(Ð+(QG))**(ALP/(ALP-1))

62. 1OOO CONTINUE

63. C OBTAIN TFIE OPTIMAL AND LS ESTIMATES.

64. E1=Y(251)/TV(251)

65. U1=L(251)/C(zs1)

66. E2=Y(351)/lv(3s1)

67. U2=L(351)/C(3s1)

68. E3=Y(701)/w(701)

69. U3=L(701)/C(701)

70. F4=Y(1201)/lv(l201)

7t. rJ4=L(1201yc(1201)

72. OP1=OP1+E1N

73. OP2=OP2+E2Æ'{

74. OP3=OP3+E3N

75. OP4=OP4+E4N

76. LS1=LSl+Ul/N

77. LS2=LS2+U2IN

78. LS3=LS3+U3N

79. LS4=LS4+U4lN
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80. Vl=V1+((81-THETA)**2)/l.{

81. V2=V2+((E2-THETA)**2)/N

82. V3=V3+((E3-THETA)x*2)A{

83. V4=V4+(G4-THETA)**2)/N

84. V5=V5+((U1-TFIETA)**2)/N

85. V6=V6+((U2-THETA)**2)A{

86. V7=V7+((U3-THETA)**2)/N

87. V8=V8+((U4-THETA)**2)/N

88.2OOO CONTINUE

89. C OPTIMAL ESTIMATES OF TF{ETA AND TFIEIR MEAN SQUARE ERRORS

90. WRITE(*,*¡OP1,OP2,OP3,OP4

91. WRITE(*,*)V1,V2,V3,V4

92. C LS ESTIMATES OF THETA AND TT{EIR MEAN SQUARE ERRORS

93. V/RITE(*,*¡LSl,LS2,LS3,LS4

94. WRITE(*,*) V5,V6,V7,V8

95. STOP

96. END
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